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“ OPTIMUS” 100 CANDLE-rower LAMP sor PROJECTION LANTERN, “ice 25s.
6
“ OPTIMUS” oxvce, SAFETY SATURATOR. if Sociciy cutting ehemeer se; TOS.
THE

MAGIC

LANTERN:

ITS

CONSTRUCTION

& USE.

Contains complete Instructions.

Cloth Covers, PRICER?

GROVE
THE

Each Magic Lantern 4s efficient for exhibitions. The Lens givee orisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination with rack
and pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The Condenser is composed of two plano-convex
‘lenses of 4 inches diameter.
The refuigent lamp hae 3 wicke (or 4 wicks 28, extra), yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture.—Each is complete in box.

LANTERN PHOTOS, |
Plain, ee
Coloured, pal 50/-
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Iron Body,

1/6 ; Brags Sliding Tubes.
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Metal Stages, Sliding
Tubes.
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——
2
Best Mahogany Body,
_ 2 Panelled Doors,

_

ear Stage and 3-draw
Telescopic Tubes,

PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, mae‘ LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS.’
MAGIC

LANTERNS

&

SLIDES.

ALTER TYLER has the Largest and Best Stock of Lanterns and
Slides in the World. Upwards of 200,000 Slides on Travel,
Views, Scripture, Temperance, Comie Tales, Chromotropes, Effect Slides, etc., which can be purchased at most moderate
prices, or can be had on Hire onspecially low terms. WALTER TYLER’S
Helioscopic Lantern is the perfection of all Lanterns, 44 inch condensers and extra large diameter lens, and gives a most wonderfu! light.
A large number of New Sets of Slides this season.
Bi-unials and
Triple Lanterns from £3 to £200.
All requiring the very best value
should not fail to send for the largest and most complete Book (upwards of
500 pages), which will be sent post free to any part of the world for six
stamps, and contains a lot of most useful information for working all kinds
of apparatus, and also a list of all the sets of Slides and the new Improvements in Lantern Appliance.
Has cost several hundreds of pounds to
produce, and is well known to be the best

published.

Without

doubt

the Best and Cheapest House in the World for everything connected with

coe
&
EDWARDS
J.
B.

Magic Lanterns and Slides.
Thousands of Slides and Lanterns secondhand; Great Bargains.
For good quality of Articles, most Moderate
Prices, and Promptness in Despatch, WALTER
TYLER cannot be

surpassed. SECOND-HAND LANTERNS and SLIDES.
Bargains.
Catalogues sent Post Free.

Very Great

WALTER TYLER, 48, 50, & 94 Waterloo Rd. “*se™ EDW
1
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LAN
°
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PE
1/-
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The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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1897

‘Primus’

‘Primus’ Gas
Lantern.
REGISTERED

&

DESIGN.
|

a...

Complete

Lanterns.
:<
‘PRIMUS’ FOLDING LANTERN,
1897 Up-to-Date.

for
use
with
Incandescent

Gas,

Acetylene,
and
Limelight.
Most...
Convenient,
Compaet,

eas
:

Complete
Lantern,

.

Extant..

.

fist
Primus ’

A \\\h

Lantern

Stand,
25s.

Supplied

com plete for Limelight, or Acetylene

Price, £4
Price,

complete

in case, with

gas

fittings and every-”
thing necessary,

&6

6s.

Gas.

4s. Od.

Complete with interchangeable blow-through and mixed
limelight jet, or Acctylene Jet, in stiff mail cloth
Carrying Case.

Od.

‘Primus’ Limelight Projector (Patent).

by
tinters,
six

almost
and
position,
any
i

Su

‘Primus’ Gas Lantern, complete in case, as sent out.

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.

1897 Catalogue of Lanterns and Apparatus Free.
Liberal
Discounts to Dealers.
Every Lantern Requisite supplied.

_The Optical Magic Lantern Journal aud Photographic Enlarger.
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HORTON & JENNINGS |MAGNIKIGENY SLIDES.

DISSOLVING VIEW ARTISTs & PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Slides Made—Negatives 5/, Positives 4/- doz.
Colouring from 3/- doz.

{1, EADE

ROAD, HARRINGAY

SEND

FOR

LIST,

PARK.

TWO

LONDON.

H. M.

N.

Battle

Ships, Cruisers,
Torpedo Warfare.

STAMPS.

Old Wooden

YOLUMES

Battle

Magic

ILLUSTRATED

Lantern

For

Ships, including the & Vietory,”

ete.

Foreign Ships of War.

Yacht Racing Seenes,and various other Marine Studies.

OF THE

Optical

Boats,

Sailor Life Ashore and Afloat, at Drill, ete.
Mereantile Cruisers.
“Foudroyant,”

BOUND

Gun

CATALOGUES

Journal

SENT

POST

FREE.

———

1898.

G. WEST & SON, PALMERSTON RD., SOUTHSEA.

May be obtained, Price 3/-, Postage 44d. extra.

45 Medals

PROFESSIONAL Lanternist of 20 years’ experience

ANDSOME

j

Awarded

for Marine

triple lantern

Studies.

in case, with jets and

is open to engagements, with or without his own
apparatus, in town or country, on very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal.—Address, Optics, 13,

dissolver, complete,
| regulators, 45s.
~REAT GLEARANGCE

A NNUAL cleurance sale of magic lanterns, dissolving
view apparatus, cylinders, screens, slides, mottoes,
«
cfiects, and sets of all descriptions, both plain and

| Walter Tyler’s £54 Triple, for £35 10s. ; quite new.
| Wrench’s treble rack telescope triple. A fine triple, 4} in.
with jet, dissolvers.
| condensers, used by Wilkie; complete

York-street, Walworth, London, S.E.

£10 10s.;

SALE

one pair Beard’s

of New

and Second

hand High-class Lanterns, which must be sold.—

coloured ;photographic apparatus, cameras, etc., all to | A magnificent combination oxy-hydrogen microscope
be sold at great reductions to make room for new goods; . by Ladd; cost £100; price £32 10s. A beautifully
plain photographic slides from nature, price 6d. each, | japanned modern tin triple, two Malden dissolving
per dozen, 5s.; magnificent flower, fruit, and

bird slides

taps, brass supply pipes, set £910s.

A

ditto

bi-unial,

trom nature, 4s. each, coloured; 15 Scripture slides | all complete, £5 10s. Bargains. Also Grand Effects.
suitable for Easter, 3s. Gd. each, beautifully coloured; :; Lecturer’s candle reading lamp, 3s. 3d. ; the ‘‘ Universal "’
hand-painted set, ‘‘ Eddystone Lighthouse,” 6slides, 54s.;

condensers, 18s. 6d.; 12 3} best

| 4-wick lantern, 4 inch

photographic skipping slide; ‘‘Li Hung Chung,”’ 3s.— | coloured slides, 2s. Gd. a box, not:rubbish ; slipping slides,
Price list and full particulars post free from Alfred | 6d.; 30 sets of life-model subjects, beautifully coloured,
Underhill,

dissolving

view

artist,

32,

Clarendon-road,

PTIMUS

saturator, very little used, complete with

mixed jet, 50s.; would sell without
O
Knatchbull-road, Camberwell, London, S.E.

“"ANTERN

L

operator

jet. —10,

required to provide own

high-

class lantern, and gas cylinders, for a series of

lectures in a central part of London.—Address,
Office of this Journal.
YASTER'S
Panes Se

50 sets of coloured

value;

lists free—W.

photos;

tales, 1s. each.

C. Hughes,

Mortimer-road, Kingsland, London,

Brewster

N.

It is

| worth your while to pay a visit to Brewster House, and
| to see the grand display of high-class optical lanterns,

&c., andto get some bargains. _

ANTERN Slides.— Westminster Abbey, 90, 45s. ; St,
Paul’s Cathedral, 50, 25s.; Hampton Court Palace,

‘30, 15s.; Animals at the Zoo, 90, 45s.; ra Streets,
- | and Buildings, 100, 50s.; Tower of London, 40, 20s. ;
and Tunbridge Wells, 30, 15s. ;
Hastings, Eastbourne
eee.

Belfast.
Henry, Portglenone,
=>S. R.ANTERN
Slides —Three ofthe Sights of London

The Great Wheel, and the New

Mosaics in St. Paul's Cathedral, ten slides 5s., post free.
mua Stabb, 152, Kensington Park-road, Notting

Hill,

Koon
- Kanig
Pr
vAPH.—
}
can now be
— Professor
OGRADH
INEMAT

ongeged for these entertainments, Drawing

roome

and Public Halls, or combined with dioramic, conjuring,
and music if required;

| House,

J. A.,

irit 7
i
es
ea
with brass lengthening tube, by Lancaster, 8 inch focus,
as new, 78. 6d., cost 25s.; both articles post free —Rev.
The Tower Bridge,

: 1s. 3d. each;

| Splendid

Croydon, Surrey.

terms and particulars on appli-

cation.—373, Edgware-road, Maida Vale, W.
F
Germany, &c., 12s. ;:
PLAIN 3 photographic: slides,
2]

Lynton, Ilfracombe and Clovelly, ote 15s. ; ae
los. All post ge ae Stabb, 152, Kensington

road, Notting Hill, W.
x
a)

AGNIFICENT

a

;

os
Park-

effect slides : Atlantic Liner, mid-

ocean, sunset and night, ship on fire, worth 15s.,

ie

or ee

i ba ayNt eciaices

aens, Rocest-rond, Woad-strest, Walthamstow,

| i

OR Sale, a sound nearly new b low-through

limelight

jet, cost os se offered at 7s. 6d. — John Mason,

| Market Place,

Newbury. _

—

AGIC Lantern, iron body, pair

.

4-inch condensers

3-wick lamp, achromatic peony abe aber
25s., approval.—
travelling case,
i
in iron
i
2in
picture,
12-foot_

:
Edmunds, 4, Garsford-street, N.W.
\| ASON’S Palace opaque screen, 6-foot, with cord
pulleys and rollers, 10s.; Lawson saturator, 35s. ;
The Lifeboat, views, marine, comic, &c.,12s.; or the lot !
sent carriage paid for 30s. ; a bargain; all 3} by 3}, and | Archer's patent, 25s.; Dissolving carrier for single
in good condition ; ash tripod lantern stand, by Newton, | lantern, 15s.; Bryer’s folding cylinder stand, 38.; Comslide,
6 ] 48 Coloured lithographic slides, America, 7s. 6d. ;
78 miscellaneous photographic and coloured slides,

and Chameleon
bination Wheel of Life, Chromatic
mahogany top, tilting table and reading desk, top acts
lantern objective, £4.—Professor
Cooke’
“
;
30s.
10s.,cost
|
28s.,
cost
carrying,
for
strap
with
lantern,
for
as case

price 16s.; roller curtain slide cost 7s. 6d., never used, | de Frere, Cambridge-villa, Cambridge-street, Tunbridge
Wells.
5s. 6d.—Laurence, Wyndham House, Bridgend, Glam.

iv.
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\ AGNIFICENT coloured slides. —60 Ireland, 25s.; |
INEMATOGRAPH. — Animated
photograph
_pro50 Scotland, 20s.; 40 London, 15s8.; quite new,
jectors, now all the rage. Complete working drawset of 40 slides, India, 15s.; 24 Life of Christ, 10s.; 12 | ings with 10-feet of standard size film (containing over 150
Prodigal Son, 5s. ; 40 Her Benny, 15s.; Grand Statuary, | photographs) and full instructions for making your own
24 for 7s. 6d.; 8 Cloud and

following effects:

Water

6 Eddystone,

Effects, 2s.;

3s.;

the lot,

3 Village Church,

machine, 10s.;

| prices. R.

1s. 9d.; 5 Steamer at Sea, 3s.; 4 A London Fire, 2s. 6d. ;

lenses

21,

and parts supplied at lowest

Hatton-wall,

Hatton

Garden,

London.

3 Constantinople, 2s.; 3 Bay of Naples, 2s.—122, Grey
Rock- street, Everton, Liverpool.
OR Sale, the series
Tableaux, coloured,

best

Rose,

F
p
ar
cee
HE merry subjects of the 18th century.—Slides fro
the prints of Fragonard, Lawreince, Borel, Boilly,

of slides re Matabele War | Debucourt, etc.; lists free—L. Chaux, 11, Rue du Pré
successfully exhibited at the | aux Clercs, Paris.

stal Palace, Brighton, and

50 other

large towns;

31

-

oa

i

slides and 3 effects, with written MSS.;~ cash offers
1
o maria rreaicd serene secre
only.—Blaker, Studio, Worthing.
See
OR oes te
tin, Specter’,
y
:
engravings, photos, etc., produced
as slides;
artistic
feiss Sale, cinematograph or animated picture film | designs by all methods for illustrating purposes and
winder, for quickly reversing films, sPrice 12s. 6d.
reproductions. — Frank Weeks, Established 1875, 263,
free, new, perfect.—Blaker, Studio, Worthing,
Cannhall-road, E.
ANTED,

old

and

worn,

cinematograph

films,

OR

useless ones preferred, with photos on only, send
samples and prices per 100, 500 and 1,000. —Blaker,
Studio, Worthing

ne

best coloured

slides, hymn,

| Pee

Slides.—Clearance sale of high-class slides,

by Wilson, Valentine, and others;

sixpence

each.

sranea

peed

—Lantern, 86, Fisherton, Salisbury.

two

ae

sets of lenses, large size condensers, with tilting
rack and screws; suitable for drawing-room or lecture
hall; equal to naw.—Address, D.B., ’ 80, ? Taunton-road ?
ee, S.E.

ot

ae

ae de

F)
E Bek Bish see 8 lisb Oe COMP Ove,
VATEAIN.
pe
Ee POker,
Miaheron,
Salsbury.
XLIDE colourist wanted, living 34 near London, to work
at home; must be experienced, and able to do the

A DVERTISER would be glad to have agency for firm | YOtY best, work, —Apply by letter; to, Manager,
of acetylene apparatus manufacturers.
Agent,
— 39,

I-UNIAL lantern by Lancaster, 4-inch condensers,
10 sets of lenses, get any focus, complete in

vatingh boy eels Fr heise bern
in this book by Thorn and Hoddle; price 24s.—Address

Lantern, 184. High-road, Balham.
lantern

ee
objectives,

00; Old

Bailey, E.C.

Bedford-street, Stapleton-road, Brietol.
:
R

:
J aes 54-inch

several

207, High-street, Gateshead.

Honour, care of Journal.

Sale, mahogany bi-unial limelight lantern;

12 Hughes’

Bye and Bye, 17s. 6d., cost 42s.;

best sets of effect slides ;3 Noakes’ mixed jets, 12s. 6d.—

El upeeited
lantern operator just disengaged,
4 years with Col. Dyke, manipulating complicated
effects, also with Sir R. Ball and others; just finished
tour with Lieut. W. Cole-—M.

Sale,

Sweet

as
double

cabinet, cost

£30, cash

£1210s.;

exchange

rubbish.— Bate, 67, Wellington-street,

chester.

"|

ae
pinions,

25s.

20s the pair; Benham and Froud’s candle lamp, 7s. 6d. ;

no

Man-

LLY hand-col
i
Hide. 60 Galy tend
oe Sana yp

600

tinter fronts, large lenses, modern, scarcely soiled,

slides,

Bradford,

60 Tour

Round the World

Qs. 6d.; 12 Burdock’s

30s. : 7 Better

Land,

Goat, 5s. 6d.; ‘12 Adventures of a

pr crane: slides or effects.—F. Sheaff, High-street,
Cyclist, 5s.; 10 Jane Conquest, 5s.; 36 Lost Gip, 20s.;
=
m
=
.
4 Rock of Ages, 3s.; 3 Shepherds of Bethlehem, 2s.;
Ores wanted for good blow-through jet,and 12-feet | 14 Grand Mottoes, 7s.
Gentlemen who wrote for par-

and 8-feet best rubber tubing,—41,

Clapham Junction.

Marney-road, | ticulars

of Fasenotograph,

will

receive

them

course.—Professor, 7, Charles-street, Preston.
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ARCHER'S IMPROVED OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Two

Proved superiorto
all others,
See Reports,

Prize

Medals.

6 6

99

our

new

PERFECT

Single Lantern and
Automatic Dissolver
See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Pau Lance, Esq., G. E. Tompson, Esq., Manchester
Camera Club, and many others.

“THE

IDEAL,” the Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The
3
.
.
Will show to oe

Improved

“PHOTINUS

” is the

world.
a
distance from

Form,

£6

Price £8 15s. complete.

6s. complete.

most powerful oil lantern in the

Price £4 4s,

ARCHER’S NEW OPAQUE SCREENS,
just supplied to the Manchester Photo
Society, as they pty THE BEST OF ALL. (See Testimonial.)

ARCHER & SONS, Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool,
Established 1838,

Illustrated Lists free,

Effect Slides Painted for Wholesale London Houses,

All kinds of Slides made to order.

DECEMBER,

Vol. 7.—- No. 91.
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= We are requested by the Secretary of
the Magic Lantern Journal Company,
Limited,

ADVERTISEMENTS

T. S. Murr,
20, Annette Street,

Glasgow.

2nd Prize, Cheque for £2 as,to

|
;
'

JOHN B. SPENCER,
Board School,
Newchurch,

Sandown, I.W.

must reach the office not |

later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

EDITORIAL
communications
must be addressed,
J. HAY TAYLOR.
Advertisements and business communications
to
the
Company,
Limited,
London, E.C.

been

Ist Prize, Cheque for £3 8s., to

United States.

SMALL

that in the recent

and Photographic |
month, price One
all Newsvendors, |
Dealers, or from
post free :—

12 months, including double numbers 2/6
..
175 cents.
Single copies ..
..
23d...
8
Excuanee Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
and for every 3 additional
First 20 words,
6d.;
words, ld.

to announce

- Slide Competition the Prizes have
: awarded as fellows :—

“NOTICES.
TuE Optical Magic Lantern Journal
Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every
Penny, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic
the Publishers, at the following rates,

DP,ice 2d., Post-free 3id.

lide Competition.

CONTENTS.
Notes. .
Cool Cheek
.
Chemisiry for Christmas
..
Prominent Men in the Lantern World. No. I.—Mr. Walter J. Archer
Acetylene Gas in the United States ..
:
.

DOUBLE

NUMBER,

Magic
Lantern
9, Carthusian

Journal
Street,

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83
and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

‘rd Prize, Cheque for £1 1s., to
JouHN J. BonTwoop,
Kenmore,

Milward Road,

Hastings.

198

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Stereoscopes and Stereoscopic Views.—
Referring to a paragraph in our last issue, the
prices of stereoscopes supplied by Mr. H.

cK

Ae
yo tones——

Cornthwaite, of Birmingham, were stated under

==

the heading of the views, It should
that the stereoscopes themselves
prices from 8s. 6d. to 48s. per doz.,
views for same were supplied at 16s.

The Lantern and the Church,in Scotland.
—Not many years ago in the north of Scotland
it was considered ‘‘ wicked ” to have an organ
or harmonium in use in church during service;
gradually, however, they were introduced for
the use of the Sunday school, and as a new
‘generation grew up they were used in con-

gross.
=
Copper

and

*

=

Acetylene-—It

has

been

ex-

plained by Mr. Knowles, of the Birmingham
Oxygen Company, that in conjunction with
acetylene, copper is very dangerous, and that
silver-plated fittings are still more dangerous

nection with the service—not, of course, without

opposition. This grew and grew, until it now
becomes hard to see why such was at one time
opposed. The lantern is gradually edging its
way in also; first it was allowed in the schoolrooms adjoining the churches during week
nights; then a bold step was made in employing
it on certain week nights in the church itself,
and now in some instances it is actually used
in the usual service, and that too on Sunday—
and so we go marching on. Some seven years
ago we ventured the assertion that in the future
all churches would possess its lanternist’s
gallery, and within a few days of the publication of the journal containing such, we received
a post card from a Divine in the far north,
saying: ‘In reply to your remarks about using
the lantern in church, I can only say God
forbid.”

have been
ranged in
whilst the
to 96s. per

as acetylide of silver is very explosive, and
tbat this compound is liable to explode with
the

least

touch,

even

if it be

under

water.

Mr. Knowles also gives it as his opinion that
if phosphides be present in acetylene gas it
cannot be considered safe.
>

||

Walsall

bead

>

Literary Institute.—The lantern at

' the Walsall

Literary Institute

has, within

the

past few weeke, been fitted with and shown
| by means of the electric light which, both for
convenience

and

brilliancy, was

voted

a step

in the right direction on the part of the hall
trustees.
ood

|
'

nd

bad

Slides about Alcohol.—The folks at Market
Harboro’ evidently do not take very much
' interest in lectures illustrating the effect of
*
&
alcohol on the human body, for when Mr. Joseph
Lantern
in a Cuper Angus Church.—
Gray gave his lecture on this subject, illusA new departure was recently made at the
trating it with diagram slides, the attendance
Parish Church, Cupar Angus, when on Sabbath
was not by any means large—perhaps it was
evenings it was decided to. commence a series
considered a dry subject.
of lectures illustrated by limelight. The first
~~
cs
~
subject was ‘‘The Holy Land,” there being a very
Edzell Band of Hope.—It does not follow
large attendance.
This innovation bids to
that temperance lectures (which are usuall
become very popular among the inhabitants of
this town.
attended by temperance people) should always
>
~
be devoted wholly to the subject of the bottle,
and the Rev. Mr. Sturrock evidently knows
The Ladies’ Club at Tattenhall.
— On

behalf of the Ladies’ Club

at Tattenhall,

Mr.

T. Mosford and Mr. J. Ankers lately gave a
lantern entertainment.
The slides consisted
for the most part of scenes of village life and
the processions in connection with the club.
~

~~

Milligan,

of

Chestnut

of the lantern, ‘‘A cruise round the British
Isles,” and wound up with a few well selected
comic and temperance subjects.

~

ead

Lanterns forthe Pennsylvania Schools.—
The contract for supplying lanterns to the
Philadelphia Board
of Education
for the
present season has been awarded to Mr. C. T.

U.S.A.

this, for when he lectured before the Edzell
Band of Hope he gave his audience, by means

Street,

Philadelphia,

Acetylene

and

bead

Railway

e

Carriages

in

Prussia.—In view of the intending introduction
of acetylene as an ‘illuminant in. railway
carriages, orders have been given to the Prussian
State Railways to stop all extensions of oil
gas plant for this purpose.
;

_
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TEMPERANCE SLIDES |TYLAR’S

A Visit to the Temperance

A Set of 24 Slides, illustrating the various interesting fcatures of
the Hospital and its work, from photographs specially prepared for
this lecture.

It includes views of the Exterior, the Children’s Ward,

Clear and concise
Slides. Post free, 7d.

THE

PLEASURES

ree, 2'9.

coloured, and 14in rich monotint)

TYLAR'S

Descriptive

price 4d.

Lecture

by

Miss

Orme,

LECTURE

the Lady

Superintendent,

SETS.

A Tempcrance Journey Round the World. 50 Slides. Reading, 6d.
The Temperance Picture Gallery. 40 Slides. Reading, 6d.
The Little Captain.
24 Slides.
“Reading, 6d.
Alcohol
ody.
12 Slides
Book,andc the Human Bod
(Coloured
li
Z

Abstinence and Hard Work.

12 Slides.

Text.

only).
:

Text Book, 6d.

Anatomical Diagrams.
Showing effects of Alcohol on Stomach,
a
i
Brai
Heart and
Kidneys,
Liver, Book,
n
6 Slides
rain.
(Coloured oily).
14.
Text

POPULAR

RECITATIONS.

Two Pictures of Slavery. 5 Slides. Recitation, 3d.
The Death of Prince William.
6 Slides.
Recitation, 1d.
The Drover's Story. 4 Slides. Recitation,
4d.

Smoking and Joking.

Judkins’

Fright.

3 Slides (humorous).

4 Slides (humorous).

7

I only take alittle Wine. 6 Slides. Recitation, $d.
Dip your Roll in your cwn Pot? 5 Slides. Recitation 4d.
What have you donc to-day. 4 Slides. Recitation, 3d.
Beware of the Trap. 4 Slides. Recitation, 4d.

Jack and Jill.

2 Slides.

Recitation, 4d.

ILLUSTRATED

OF

A

PIPE.

2/6;

post

amusing Set of S$ Slides.

5/-;

RIDE.

Three studies from life.

2/6: post free, 2/9.

The old fable reversed.
post free, 5/6.

A most

THE

PAINTS.

Always fetch the audience.

BICYCLE

FIRST

FROG

For viewing
stereoscopic.

TYLAR’S

AND

THE

BOY.

LANTERNESCOPES.

slides. giving an amount of relief approaching
Single lens, 12'6; double lens, 17/6.

BINDING

Paper, 100 in Box,

post free 1/2.

1:-;

STRIPS.

post free, 1/2.

Stick at once.

Linen,

50 in Box, 4/-;

No trouble.

TYLAR'S

LANTERN

TYLARS

‘TIT-BIT”

CAMERAS.

TYLAR’S

FLOWER

STUDIES.

Thirty sizes, all hand-cut.

MATS.

1/- per 100; post free, 1/2. Best made.

i-plate, 12/6; or leather covered, 15/-.
Lantern Slide production.
Three charming Slides.

TYLAR'S

SHELL

STUDIES.

Post free, 2:9

Set of 3 Slides.

Post frec, 2/9.

FRUIT

Give beautiful results for

Post free, 2/9.

Set of 3 Slides,

TYLAR'S

Recitation, 3d.

Recitation 4d.

free, 3/3.

peer studies from life.

THE

Lantern

prepared as recommended by the author of the above.

Specially

3/-; Post

for painting

SLIDE

LANTERN

TYLARS

the Surgical Ward, the Women's Wards, the Cperating Theatre, the
Kitchen, and various pleasing pictures of patients and nurses, together
with portraits of the principal friends and workers connected with
the Hospital.
The Complete Set, with Reading, will be sent post free (10 Slides
for 35s.

NOVELTIES.

THE PHOTO COLOURIST.
practical instructions

Hospital.

y.

Groups of lovely foreign shells.

STUDIES.

Fully-Illustrated Catalogue,

post free, 4d.

W. TYLAR, 41, High St., BIRMINGHAM.

[

HYMNS.

Very superior, Each Slide contains a portion of the hyinn, in large
clear type, Surrounded by an attractive tablet design and suitable

KB. & J. SMITH,

Opticians,

ABERDEEN.

pictures,

Samson, the strongest man. 2 Slides.
O, Thou whose chcsen place of birth. 3 Slides.
Sad is the drunkard'slife, Wasting in crime. 4 Slides.
Friends of Tempcrance, welcome here. 2 Slides.
How can he leave them?
4 Slides.
Look not upon the wine with its ruby glow. 3 Slides.
Softly the drunkard’s wife breathes forth her prayer. 2 Slides.
You’re starting to-day on life’s journey. 3 Slides.
Seck not the drink that bright-y glows. 2 Slides.
The above Slides are prepared in a superior style, and published
by the United Kingdom Band of Hope Union. Others in preparation.
Slides issued by other firms can also be supplied.
Plain, 12s., Well-coloured, 24s. per dozen.
Packing

and

LANTERNS

AND

Postage

extra.

ACCESSORIES IN BEST QUALITY
REASONABLE PRICES.

AT

VERY

LANTERN SLIDES ON HIRE.
Well-coloured Slides, acranged in sets, suitable for Complete Entertainments, with specially prepared readings and attractive titles.

Sets of 50 and Upwards for 4/-, 36 for 3/-.
May

be

sent

Cheaply

and

Safely

by Post.

OFFER —With a view to encouraging Societies
SPECIAL
‘
» to hold a Series of Monthly Lantern
the winter season, any Society holding not less
during
Exhibitions
than SIX Exhibitions at the same place, between October rst and
April 3oth, and hiring the Slides from the United Kingdom Band of
Hope Union, will be allowed to have
SET
WITHOUT
SIXTH
THE
CHARGE
for Hire. Each Hiring must amount to not less than 3/- for the Slides.
Wrapper.
Postal
Full particulars on receipt of addressed

N.B.—The

above prices are strictly Nett and for Cash with Order.

They are for goods of THE BEST QUALITY ONLY, greatly
superior to those sold and hired by other houses at lower rates.
FOR

FULL

PARTICULARS,

APPLY

TO

THE

TRADE

MANAGER,

UNITED KINGDOM BAND oF HOPE UNION,
60, Old

Bailey,

London,

z.C.

Acetylene Gas
Sole Makers and Patentecs of Bon-Accord and best in the
Generators for Lantern and Studio use (cheapest
Centering
Improved
Lamp.
Arc
d
New pattern Hand-Fee
market).
be adapted for any
Tray. Improved Science Lantern, which can
s, or
particular
for
dealer
local
your
Ask
purpose in two seconds,
apply direct.

vi.
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THE PENDANT SATURATOR. Revolution in Jets 111
VOD

co oxycem
YORYOROGEN

ABSOLUTE

TAP OF JET

TAP OF JET

esis:

TU

Te

aE

CANDLE-POWER.

SAFETY.
Capacity

WU

1.SOO

FT

ro oxvced

PTUT

equal

to 20 cubic feet
of Hydrogen.
IUFACTURERS

No trouble

BRISTOL

from

fluid in tubes,

ee ee
readjustment

of

Gwyer's P atent J et

tap

required after starting.

Was

———_

Great

brilliancy.

Price 39s,

J.

S.

for

Particulars

es
n

to

the

UVIN ‘WVHONIUITY

“ANYdNO9

ne

&

FHL

HANDBOOKbyS,the |

y is commanded

Queen
to thank
his handboo
k." Mr, Darlington for a copy of

SONS,
QUYNOld-NOLNYOHL

Llangollen: Darlington & Con Londen 5isands.
TheSevfens!

GNY

LSITdWIS

OPTICAL

3HL

geeermmenmemt
&

—

FHL

LANTERN

LECTURE

By RALPH DARLINGTON, F.RGS.

S

My Travels in
; Egypt and Experie
0 : Slides .
pe nces 3 on
On the
the Nile—15
Ni
My Travels inffeece,

“Nothing better could be wished for."—

1s. each.
,
“Far superior to ordinary guides.""—London
British Weekly.
Daily Chronicle
,
Illustrated. Maps by Jonn Banrnovomew,
F.R.G.S.
The Vale of Llangollen. Aberystwith, Towyn
and
Barmouth.
The
North Wales Co ast. Bournemouth & the New
Forest. The Isle of
Wight. The WyeValley.
Th
h
1 Islands. The S.
Valley.

Gases and Ether.

BRISTOL.
SNINNLOVINNYN

Gold Medal for Amateur Photographers.

DARL
INGTON'S
‘Sir Henry Ponsonb

CONTEST

22nd of JANUARY,

“PY 8B} Wosy JOyINGY snosuequeysay pus OUT],
‘PO ‘SE GF wos aqarduoo yg3nQ wemep wqMy
‘L874

recent

Manufacturers—

WILLWAY

‘SaMT FAOOTVIVD GILvaIsATTT
;
(

the

Is equally efficient for Mixed

DRAWBRIDGE,
_“UAISSHONV

in the

LIMELIGHT

,

Write

FIRST

Turkey andAsia Minor—100 Slides.

|

Pompeii, Past and Present, and the Bay of Naples—80 Slides.
The Sights of Rome—50 Slides.
Constantinople and its People.
Prospectuses and Terms for Leotures on Applicat
ion.

R, DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales,
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Canadian
Clark,

the

Scenery.—In
Australasia

agent

his

report,

lantern of his own design and construction,
which was described and illustrated in our

Mr.

of the Canadian

Government, states that he is frequently asked
to give lectures on the subject of Canadian
scenery, and that in future he intends

issue for March, 1892.
>

accom-

panying such lectures with lantern slides, as he
considers by this means the better to develop
the relations between the two countries.
as

<

oa

; Church Extension.—A series of five lectures,
illustrated by lantern views, by the Vicar of

Eye, has lately been

concluded.
The lectures
dealt with Church Extension and work at home
and abroad during the Victorian reign. The
lectures were well attended.
>

nad

ee

Lantern Exhibitions on the Ocean Boats.
—A leading steamship line contemplate making
lantern exhibitions a prominent feature on
their boats during their voyages.
It will, of
course, be a case of weather permitting.
>

W.

part

Cad

1. Chadwick

on

of last month,

ee

X Rays.—In

Mr. W.

the early

I. Chadwick,

of

Manchester, gave a most interesting lecture and
demonstration at the Arts Club in his town.
He had an abundance of lantern

experiments,

that

>

and

baad

Miss

o

bad

Sheringham.—The Town Hall at Sheringham was quite packed on the occasion of a
lecture and lantern exhibition entitled, ‘‘ Reminisce:'ces of Windsor Castle and the Queen.”
Mr. E. H. Stevenson, of Norwich,

an

excellent

manner.

officiated

Mr. Stevenson

uses

&

J.
and

introduced a new generator for acetylene gas.
We hope to give a description of this apparatus
in our ne,t issue.
>

cs

Change.
— Whittaker

&

Co.—

A. J. Rayment, who

Baad

>

Vivisection.—<A free lecture, illustrated with

Duncan's’

bead

A.

have lately patented

bend

Acetylene
Generators.—Several new styles of acetylene
gas generators are about to be introduced by
Messrs. Alexander& Duncan, of Hereford; they
have recently been giving demonstrations at
their premises at High Town.
bead

Generator.—Messrs.

Smith, of Aberdeen,

Paternoster Row, to Mr.

Preston deserved the greater credit for the production of the designs and drawings for the set
of Ben Hur, and that only about twenty of the
subjects were Mr. Weeks’ productions.
We
must compliment Miss Preston on her artistic
ability.
Alexander

ead

for several years has acted as manager of, and
lately as partuer in the said business of
scientific publishers.

the subject was presented in a masterly manner
together with a little admixture of humour.
Needless to say, bis hearers had an instructive
and enjoyable evening.
*
<
~
Ben Hur Set of Slides.—We learn from
of Bradford,

Acetylene

>

Messrs. Edward and Ernest Bell announce
that they lave transferred their interests in the
firm of Whittaker & Co., White Hart Street,

aud best of all he possesses the

Bros.,

aad

Business

views, several

even a dry lecture interesting, and in this case

Riley

by which the apparatus for producing animated
photographs on the screen is known, the latest
being thatin use by Messrs. Webster & Girling,
the eutertainers, of Upper Baker Street. Their
apparatus they call the anarithmoscope, and a
public demonstration of its capabilities was
given early last month at Portman Rooms, W.
A large audience was present on the evenings
of the three days on which the apparatus was
exhibited.
The apparatus worked well, and
the definition of the majority of the pictures
was good.

~

ability of giving a lecture in the peculiar
“Chadwick” style, which never fails to make

Messrs.

oad

The Anarithmoscope.—
Many are the names

in

a

lantern siiics on the subject of ‘“ Vivisection,
its Victit:s and Tortures,” was given a fortnight
ago by Mr. A. Westcott, at 207, Westminster
Bridge Read.
o

a

~~

Makerstroun.-: Since our last issue, the Rev.

M. Sitiess gave a lantern exhibition or entertainmient in the Free Church (on a Friday) at
Makerszzoni.
‘the subjects were ‘ Pilgrim’s
Progresz,”’ anit ** Buy your own Cherries.”
-

oe

>

‘*Trespassers
will
be Prosecuted.”—
This wes
the tite of a lantern service given at

the Kivurside Sietbodist Church, Blairgowrie,
from which tex; many valuable lessons were
drawn,
>

Dead

Acetyiene Gas Company.—The
Acetylene
Gas Curnpany, ce? Ashford, Kent, have recently
rks at 8, Bath Buildings, Putney
Road,

Juendon,

S.W.
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The Clock at the Art Gallery, Birmingham.

—On the 4th ulto., Birminghamites had an
opportunity of learning all about their clock
by means of a lantern lecture, which was given
at the Birmingham and Midland Institute by
Mr. Alfred Cresswell. It was presented to
Birmingham eleven years ago by Mr. Follet

Osler,

was made

by Gillet & Co., of Croydon,

and hadkept excellent time. The gravity escapement and other mechanical contrivances were

minutely explained with the assistance of photo-

graphs and diagrams.
baad

>

bad

Naval Armaments
on the Screen.—
At the close of a lecture held a few weeks ago
at Aberdeen, the lecturer,

Mr. J. C. Haig, of

Edinburgh, projected on the screen a series of
slides illustrating
the rapid
development
that had taken place in recent years in connection with naval armaments.
~

bd

>

Rain Slide.—We learn that Mr. W. R. Hill
has invented a new style of rain slide which is
said to be very realistic, inasmuch as it can be
made to rain in several directions. We anticipated being able to describe this slide in this
issue, but up to the time of going to press it had
not arrived.
>

aa

>

London Agency for De Bedts Kinetograph,

—Mr. Archd. W. Rider, who for many years
was the secretary to the Eastman Photographic
Co., is now the moving spirit in the Kinetograph
Co. (of Romola-road, Herne Hill, 8.E.), which
is exploiting the De Bedts Kinetograph in this
country.
ee

baad

&

Lumiere’s Cinematograph, — The
sole
agency for Great Britain, Colonies, and United

States for this apparatus i.as been placed in the
hands of Messis. Fuerst Bros., of Philpot Lane,
E.C.
=

>

me

Oil Motors on the Screen. — The Sunday
before last the rector at Sb. Mary-on-the-Hill
took for his text, “ Oil Motors,” and projected

several examples on the screen.

turned thus:

We

are

The point was

ali oil motors;

the Holy

Spirit is the oil, religious enthusiasm the electric
spark,
~~

Oxygen

”

and Acetylene

=

Gas.—The quantity

of oxygen abstracted trim the atmosphere
by
an acetylene gas flame :-~ much less than
required for the combns-ion of ordinary that
gas, and for a given illuminating powerhouse
the
acetylene flame does not raise the temperature
to the same extent as bo .« gas,

Science

Lectures

at

Wolsingham.

—

A series of science lectures are being held every
Friday evening at Wolsingham; the first three

were held at the Wesleyan Day Schools, but as
they proved of such an interesting character
and the lantern slides used were of excellent
quality, the schools were unequal to accommodate the crowds, so the Town

Hall has been

hired for the balance of the series.
os

Sir Donald

>

Currie, M.P.,

possesses @ very

large number of selected lantern slides pertaining
to Africa. Many of these he lent on the occasion
of a lecture upon this subject which took place
afew days ago at Hawarden.
Amongst those
present were several members of Mr. Gladstone’s
family. The chair was taken by the Hon.
Herbert Gladstone, and the lecture was given by

Mr. D. 8. Salmond, who resides at Hawarden.

=
- +
Cool Cheek.
y
we
ROA any lanternists seem to forget that
there is little of the philanthropical
nature that tempts one to: take
expensive premises in a prominent

position, stock it with apparatus
pertaining to lantern work, and be at

the expense of advertising.
A man
(or firm) having thus invested his
capital, naturally looks forward to selling his
goods, and thus making a profit upon which to
live. It is quite expected that the seller will
afford such information as a customer requires
in connection with, say, a lantern he bas purchased, and this the seller is doubtless always
pleased to do; but when he is pestered by
callers who want only to know how this or that
piece of apparatus should be used in order to
get the best effect, it is calculated to try one's
patience.
It is, perhaps, an open secret that some ladies
go what they term “shopping” without the
slightest intention of purchasing, and will keep
the shopman busy for an hour or so in getting
and explaining this, that, and the other thing,
simply to gratify their curiosity as to what new
things or materials are being introduced, and
after causing all this trouble aud delay, “ will
think over it,” or in the meantime wiil “take

a packet of pins.” We have received letters pertaining to this kind of thing from those in the
lantern and optical line, but it becomes a difficult

matter to advise, and such can

only be left to

the tact of the dealer. A dealer not a hundred
miles
from Newcastle-on-Tyne
had
been

troubled

in this manner

for some

time, aud
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SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,

— SEASON

Vil.

1896-97. —

Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.

et
of

20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square. Lonéon, W.C.
ete
A ahr
eee
pl akc

SLIDES

for SALE

or HIRE.

List

Lantern

New

LJ

To avoid disappointment, orders should be placed
at once.

FREE.

G.

W.

WILSON

T. T. WING, af7r2z, CHATTERIS, CAMBS. | 2, st. Swithin’s

THE

“INJECTOR”
Patent 24761/93.

li
Slides

5

Is now ready, and will be sent on application.

Slides Made and Coloured from Customers’
Own Negatives.
Photos, Engravings, etc.
LIsT®sS

a

Price

&

CO.,

Ltd.,

Street,

ABERDEEN.

MIXED

JET

30s.

This is the only perfect Mixed Jet which can be worked with coal-gas taken direct from the town supply, and oxygen at
high pressure from acylinder. It combines the full efficiency of a mixed jet with the safety, economy and convenience of
a blow-through.
Blow-through jets are quite superseded by it. An ordinary mixed jet which will produce any given
candle-power when supplied with both gases under pressure will, when fitted with our Injector, give the same Power
when taking its coal-gas supply from the house eervice-pipe. When required the jet can be worked with both gases taken
from cylinders just as an ordinary mixed jet.

All further particulars

from—

The MANCKESTER OXYGEN (caren) Co., Ltd., Gt. Marlborough St., MANCHESTER.
oO

BRIN'S
For

Limelight,

OAYGQEN.

Medical,

Metallurgical,

and

other purposes.

OXYGEN
of Guaranteed
Purity supplied
in Cylinders
of the Best
ERITISH
Menutacture, and complying with all the established Tradeand Railway Regulations,
The public are respectfully

informed

that all Cylinders

which

are

filled by the Brin

Companies (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which has filled it. Customers who

wish to procure Brin's

OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders

supplied

to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The Works of the Brin Companizs are open during business hours to the inspection of
their Customers, who are at liberty to vest the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

peaieteres
Trade

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can

Mark.

be obtained from the Company's accredited Agerts, or will be

sent Post free on application
x

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, &.W.
Addresses—

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works {IRMINGHAM.
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The Success of the Photographic Season.

POCKET...
A LITTLE

GEM

for

a GOLDEN

Slips into the Pocket easily.
LOADED

AND

UNLOADED

GUINEA.

Weighs only 7 Ounces.
IN

DAYLIGHT.

Carries a Spool of Film

for 12 Exposures.

THE POCKET KODAK is equipped with an achromatic lens of superb
definition, giving pictures capable of enlargement to almost any size.
It is provided with a set of three stops, and a shutter of rotary form,
which is always set, making Time or Instantaneous Exposures at will.
A rectangular view finder shows the exact scope of view.

Each exposure is clearly indicated by a number which is seen through
a red window at the back of the Camera.

THE

POCKET

daintily covered
throughout.
PRICE

KODAK

with

leather,

loaded

with

E ASTM

is beautifully
and

Vendéme.

of exquisite finish,

a piece of high-class

film for 12 Exposures,

A

115-117 Oxford
Paris: 4 Place

made,

Sea
Street,

workmanship

£1

Is.

asa ala

London,

W.
ROCHESTER,
Eastman

N.Y.,

U.S.A..

Kodak Co
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Chemistry

when in town gave us, during a call, some of his
experiences

and his views as to how he should

in future act. He explained that on one occasion a gentleman called at his place of business
and inquired if he kept the
—— saturator
in stock.

On being answered in the affirmative,

qualities

were

pointed

out,

and

followed

more

explanations

as to management,

-during which time the visitor manipulated the
apparatus under the dealer’s guidance, and
finally the very lowest price was discussed, and
matters seemed to be drawing to a close, and so
they were, for on the dealer asking if anything
further

than the saturator was required to-day,

he was astonished to be answered to the following effect: ‘Oh, I don’t want to buy it; I
bought a secondhand one cheap an hour or so
ago, but I did not know how to set to work with
it, and I thought that you would be able to let
me know all about it—see!
I have it in my
‘bag.” * * * Needless to say, the dealer quickly
saw his visitor off the premises, he having in
the meantime wasted over an hour of his time.
His present method when dealing with a
customer, after ascertaining his wants, is to
explain that he can suit him both as regards
price and quality, having a large stock from
which to select, and that he will be pleased to
show the working of any apparatus on the
following understanding :—If the customer buys,
no charge whatever is made for demonstrating ;
but after demonstrating to the satisfaction of the
inquirer, and he eventually decides not to buy,

then a charge of half-a-guinea will be made.

This method, we were informed, works well, as

it lets the customer see that the dealer has confidence in his own goods to submit them to
actual

trial, and

that if one

make

is not of

sufficiently high class, there are plenty in stock
of all kinds from which a selection can be made.
In this way inquirers only are kept at bay,
time saved, and real customers satisfied.

H. WILKIE.

(Late Royal Polytechnic Institution.)

GA

“PCN
Ng S

numerous

suggested by way of hurrying matters a little
that he could better explain the details by
lighting it up, and the visitor instantly replied that
he would be delighted if he would be so kind.
Thereupon the apparatus was charged with ether,
a tin of limes opened, connections made with an
-oxygen bottle, and a good light obtained. Then

for Christmas.

By EDMUND

he asked if this make was equally effective as
so-and-so’s; the differences having been explained, one was taken off the shelf and set in
front of the supposed-to-be customer. Its
questions answered as to what to turn off or on
under certain conditions.
The dealer, seeing
that the party was taking a particular interest
in discussing saturators in general and this one
style in particular, making sure of a sale,
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HE most festive of festive seasons
will soon be withus. Christmas is
coming once more, the time when
all good folks loosen their purse
strings in order to gladden the
hearts of their less fortunate fellow-

creatures.

Christmas

has always been a

time

of large-hearted charity, when social distinctions

disappear for a space, and when, as Sir Walter
Scott tells us, we should find
“The lord underogating share
The vulgar game of ' Post and Pair.’ "

The ancient observances of Christmas

seem

to be fast fading out, pushed aside by the bustle

of our nineteenth century existence, and many
of the old customs which tended to strengthen
the kindly relationships between master and
man have vanished into the almost forgotten
past.

Be that as it may, it is to be hoped that

there still exist amongst us many specimens of
“ The fine old English gentleman
Who lived up at the hall,

Who, while he feasted all the great,
He ne’er forgot the small.”’

In my
old “happy hunting grounds,” the
late Royal Polytechnic Institution, great prepa-

rations were always made to entertain and
instruct the great body of young folks visiting
the institution during their Christmas holidays,
the most appalling spectres walked the boards
and made the juveniles shake in their little
shoes; a giant Christmas tree laden with gifts
awaited them in the central hall, and in the large
theatre my genial and esteemed friend, the late
Mr. John L. King, expounded to them some of
the mysteries of chemistry.
The latter was
always a great attraction, and these few lines
are written with the object of describing two of
the most telling of his stock experiments.
The particulars were communicated to me by
Mr. King personally, and my only excuse for bringing them before your notice is that they may
perhaps be of assistance to those of our younger
friends who wish to amuse and astonish their
relatives at friendly gatherings.
Conjurers frequently produce several different
liquids from a black bottle, but in their case a
japanned tin bottle divided into compartments is
commonly used. We are going to do the same
thing, but in a more scientific manner.
On our table we place a small tray containing
four ordinary wine glasses, and one long upright
| champagne glass, and by its side a jug containing
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—

about a quart of clear water.
We also require
a common black glass wine bottle which ‘may
be handed round for inspection just to show our
audience that there is really no deception, and in
order to put their minds quite at rest the lecturer
should dip his finger into the water and puta
a drop or two on to his tongue.
The next thing to do is to fill the bottle with
water from the jug, and we are then ready to
provide our friends with refreshments. Into the
first wine glass we pour some liquid from the
bottle, and its deep ruby colour tells us at once
that it is fine old tawny port at one-and-three
the bottle, the second glass we fill with pale

occupy when being exhibited, should have about

a quarter of an inch in depth of No. 2 gently
poured on the top of it in such a manner that
the two solutions do not mix. This is easily

accomplished by running it very gently down
the side of the glass.

When this is viewed by the audience, it
presents the appearance of a glass three parts
full of a colourless liquid, but on placing the
palm of the left hand tightly over the top of
glass while grasping the body of it with the
right, and giving the whole affair a thoroughly
good shake the liquid disappears, and in its
place we find a glassful of solid white opaque

sherry, the third with milk, the fourth with blue
ink, and finally bringing forward the champagne ! substance, somewhat resembling ice-cream, but
do not taste it, you will not care for the flavour.

glass pour out a bumper of foaming champagne
which froths up with considerable hissing. To ; These two experiments are amongst the most
striking I have seen, and always afford a great
accomplish this the water in the jug should
deal of amusement.
have a teaspoonful of solution of Perchloride of
Tron added to it before making its appearance in
sineCOIS...
public, as well as the same quantity of Sulphuric
acid.
A drop or two of the mixture placed on
the tongue as above described will do no harm,
being an invigorating tonic.
For preparing the glasses, solutions of the
following chemicals of moderate strength will be
No. Il.-Mr. WALTER
J. ARCHER.
required, also a few good size crystals of bicarbonate of potash.
aa
HE subject of this sketch, whose
1. Solution of Sulphocyanide of potassium.
a Ss
portrait we give, is the eldest son

Prominent Men in the Lanter World.

2.

“%

3.

a

Acetate of lead.

Prussiate of potash.

Into the first glass a few drops of
should be placed. This, when the liquid
the bottle is poured in, will appear to be
The sherry should be treated in the

No. 1
from
port.
same
manner, excepting that after pouring the few
drops of No.1 into the glass they should be
thrown out again, this will give sherry colour.
Milk may be imitated by putting in a few drops
of No. 2, and blue ink by a similar quantity of

No. 3.
All this should, of course, be done
before the glasses are brought on to the table.

In preparing the champagne glass a few drops
of No. 1 should be put in and thrown out again,
and one of the crystals of bi-carbonate of potash
placed in the bottom of the glass. When the
liquid from the bottle is poured in, an amber
coloured champagne is the result, which will
continue to sparkle as long as the crystal of
potash remains undissolved.
For our second demonstration we need a long
upright wineglass, similar to that used for the
champagne, and two solutions.
No. 1. A
saturated solution of sulphate

of zinc; No. 2.

Liquid ammonia, strength 880 degrees.
The
glass should be two-thirds filled with No. 1,
and after being placed in the position it will

0B)
Te

4

of the late Mr. W. F. Archer, the

founder, in 1848, of the Liverpool

SX
business now known as Messrs.
Archer & Sons. The father being a practical man in connection
of his optical and

with the making

scientific instruments,

took his son in hand at an early age, and with

such success, that, while yet at school, he was

quite an expert at electrical, microscopic, and
lantern working.

About

1875,

Mr. Walter J. Archer began to

take an active part in the business, which at
that time was located in South Castle Street,

and as his hobby was his business and his
business his hobby, it was natural that it soon
became necessary to have larger premaises.
On the death of Mr. Archer, senior, the whole

of the management fell.on the son, who decided
to take larger and more prominent premises in

Lord Street, and No. 43 was fitted up. Lord
Street, it may be said, is the best business

street in Liverpool, being in the direct route
from the railway stations, and centre of the city
to the river traffic and Birkenhead. About this

time, two younger

brothers, Messrs.

F. W. and

F. H. Archer joined the firm, and as business
was rapidly increasing, it became necessary to
study the best means of adding to the new

ix.
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premises.

No. 49, Lord Street was then taken

in

and

hand,

Street removed,

the

stock

from

South

and that place closed.

Acetylene

Castle

Bya

series of fortunate incidents, one by one the
intervening shops have been taken by Messrs.
Archer as their occupants either died or retired,

until now the finishing touches are being made
in the last acquired, and the premises extend
from No. 41 to 49, Lord Street.

The business is now divided into three
sections, each of which is presided over by one
of the partners; the general management and

:
|
i

|
|

Gas
in
States.

the

203

United

BOUT
one year ago the lantern
world was all agog about this gas.
, KZ
As usual with new things the pro*M
moters made extravagant claims
ge
that time has not sustained.
Z
The company that was organised
as,
to push the manufacture of it started
“%=
out with the idea of furnishing the gas
to consumers in tanks. This idea does not seem
to have been followed up; the time for the
delivery of such tanks has been postponed from
time to time until the public has lost all hope
and shows little interest.
The company made
its first annual report recently, and from the
newspaper reports we glean no mention of the
tanks, but the company seems to be bending
their energies towards the manufacture of
calcic carbide from which the gas is made.
One portion of their report bears upon the use
of the gas from automatic generators, their
report states that the Board of Fire Underwriters of New York and Philadelphia have
taken some favourable move.
We have up to
the present time refrained from expressing any
opinion as to the value of the gas for lantern

‘ work, because it is our custom to sift each new
idea

before we

decide.

Wo

would

recall

to

, those that used the lantern thirty years ago the
j fact that we used pure hydrogen gas in place of
| house-gas. It was made then in a generator and
used from the floating gasometer ; the acetylene
gas can be made from a generator of like construction, the matter of manipulating it is
precisely the same; in the making of acetylene,
1896.
; water is the only liquid used. In our opinion
also that of the lantern department being | there is less danger attending the making of
acetylene than there was in the making of pure
attended to by Mr. Walter J. Archer, the
hydrogen gas. The insurance companies did not
optical department by Mr. F. W. Archer, and
prohibit the manufacture of hydrogen gas, and
the photographic department by Mr. F. H.
we do not see why they should that of acetylene
Archer. The workshops, which are on the
if made in this manner.
For lantern work the
premises, are very commodious, and are fitted
quantity required is so small that any possible
up with the latest mechanism, and even the
accident could not be serious. We do not think
lathes are run by electric power.
The entire
that a perfect generator has yet been offered to
premises are lighted by the electric light, and for
the public; that which has been offered is
lantern demonstrations a room is set apart.
unnecessarily complicated and expensive, and
Here intending purchasers can see lanterns in
showed on trial a defect that we think can
ae either with oil light, limelight, or electric
be easily remedied.
The quantity of light is less
ight.
than the oxy-hydrogen and more than oil; its
character, white.
The construction of the jet
Premier Dry Prarr Company. — The Premier Dry
is such that it can be used in any lantern.
We
Plate Company has been taken over by the European
think that if a just and liberal view of the
Blair Camera Company, who will continue to issue these
well-known dry plates, at the same prices as hitherto.
subject is taken by the insurance companies,
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and the dealers will not place the genererators

case referred to was accomplished by mounting

on the market until they are thoroughly tried,
that the use of acetylene for lantern work will
build up quite a business.—Lzhibitor.

the

screen

flowers,

Colour

Photography.

By G. R. BAKER.

yy

Y colour photography is meant the
production of a photograph which,
when viewed visually or projected
on the screen, appears in natural
+s
colours; these colours having been
imparted to it by no other agency than
that of the action of light or by
chemical means in the process of
taking and developing the latent image of the

Y

photograph.
Having recently, during a summer holiday,
spent a short time at Newquay, in Cornwall,
and by quite a chance become acquainted with
Mr. Bennetto, a local photographic artist, Ihave
had the unexpected advantage of seeing the
latest development of photography in colour.
As the particulars will no doubt interest the
readers

of the OpricaL

LanrerN

Journat,

I

propose giving an idea of what I saw, and also
comparing it with previous work accomplished
by Mr. Ives and Mons. Lippmann.
That the production of photographs in natural
colours has been the goal aimed at by a large
number of workers, ever since photography has
been an accomplished fact, will be acknowledged

by most people interested in the science, and
every now and then (almost periodically, in fact)
the lay press make a startling announcement
that photography in colours has been discovered

by A in America, or B in Germany, or Cin Italy.
However, the only results that will stand the
test of scrutiny and public demonstration before

scientific societies is the Li ppmann interferential
method, and Ives’ three colour projections or
combinations.
In Lippmann’s process, about
which apparently there seems a good deal of
luck, the resultant photograph has to be used by
reflected

light, but

when

good

obtained, such as those shown

examples

in a framework

attached

to a rod,

fitting into a central socket, that could be
turned laterally to any angle. Photographs of

are

before a critical

audience at the Royal Institution, then the
picture produced on the screen by means of an

apparatus on the plan of the opaque lantern or
aphengescope is very beautiful,
Owing to the loss of light by reflection this
picture on the screen must be small, and ifthe audi-

ence are seated in an amphitheatre, or anything
but a long and narrow room, the screen must

be capable of being turned to face either side of
the room as well as the centre. This in the

stained-glass

windows,

trees,

and

a

lawn with a lady sitting in a seat, and a house
with a green climbing plant on it, all showed to
distinct advantage.
The size produced even
with a powerful electric light was only about
two feet square, so that except as a scientific
exposition, it would, from a lanternist’s point of
view, not have much value for entertainment

purposes.
Mr. Ives produces his beautiful results by
taking three photographs of the subject through
lenses covered by three different coloured
screens, or the lenses themselves coloured by
means of dyes incorporated with the Canada
balsam or cement that joins the various elements
of the lenses together.
The three fundamental colour sensations are
a red, a green,

and a blue-violet, and all other

colours are compound sensations from these. The

photo - chromoscope, as Mr. Ives calls his
apparatus for viewing photographs in natural
colours,

consists

of an arrangement

of lenses

and reflectors, so that each of the three photographs are viewed at apparently the same

distance from each other, and yet made to superimpose, so that only one picture appears to the
eye (either monocular or stereoscopic), the
colour being imparted by means of glass or other
tinted screens representing the fundamental
colour only to each of the three photographs.
In the lantern projection of these results the
three pictures are made to super-impose from a
triple

lantern,

each

one

being

coloured

as

explained in the photo -chromoscope.
Mr.
Ives made a very ingenious arrangement for
super-position in an appartus of comparatively
small size, and, side by side, this was

accom-

plished so that the three pictures appeared as
one on the screen. It was managed by the
central front projecting the photograph direct,
and the outside lanterns being fitted with displacement prisms of the correct angle to produce coincidence of images.
The result was
interesting as well as beautiful, for by turning
the prisms the three fundamental colours could be
shown separately as wellas the naturally coloured
result, when the prisms were in position for
the proper super-position of projections.
Now, as regards the Bennetto results I cannot
at present give details as to how they are produced, for the inventor will make them public
as soon as he is ready, either before one of the
societies or in the press, but I expect he will
endeavour to obtain patent protection for the
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SLIDES

properly

corrected

complete and perfect Apparatus.

C. W. LOCKE personally
Apparatus if necessary.

attends

to operate

for Public
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3,000 exhibitions, will be a sufficient guarantee of success.
C. W.
Albert Hall, South Keasington, before the DuKE and DucueEss
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LIMELIGHT for Tableau Vivants, Theatricals, Garden Parties, Balls,

Now Ready.
success,

giving

in

many

Lecturers,
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machines

and

and
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all

during which time he has given upwards of
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Largest Halls in London and the Provinces.
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use
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at the Royal Albert Hall with great
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of 166ft. from

It is also the very best Jet for the Cinematograph, and is already in

giving great satisfaction.
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process before doing so.

mitted to say whatI

I am,

saw.

however,

per-

How Dissolving Effects can be
Produced with a Single Lantern.

At Mr. Bennetto’s

special invitation a private seance was given to

a friend of mine, the editor of a local paper, and
myself.
We three attended at the studio, and
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By

|

HY.

STOCKWELL.

ofS

Mr. Bennetto prepared his dark room and fixed
(eS
his lantern used as he employs it for enlarging, |
SP)
and after lighting an ordinary incandescent gas
lamp went in and arranged the apparatus. We
were soon called in and saw a beautiful sea- ;
scape representing a sunrise at sea.
This was |

ISSOLVING

with a single lantern is

a very interesting subject, and to
lanternists a very important one.
With almost mathematical frequency the question comes round,
thus proving the strong desire of
taken on June 19th, 1895, at 4.20 a.m., and
those interested in the manipulation
the exposure was 3 minutes. The result of the
and manufacture of the optical lantern
projection of the transparency in the lantern
to solve the question.
was certainly very beautiful, the sea at early
Almost every device which the ingenuity of
morning being a dull grey, but the blue of some - man can conceive has been tried, especially in
portions of the sky, and the glorious golden
the carrier, in order to produce a dissolving
edge clouds and bright sands and dark rock,
effect with a single lantern, but these have so
being in great contrast. It is interesting to
far met with only very indifferent success, for
note that the same evening he took photographs
the very best of them was only a very poor subof the sunset successfully, the exposure being
stitute. For reasons which Mr. R. Moss made
1} minutes; while in the spring of the year
plain in the last issue of the Optica, Magic
he has succeeded in getting good photographs | LANTERN JoURNAL, my mind was made up years
in 16 seconds. To show that the process is not | ago that a dissolving effect could not be
proa very long one, the negative taken in the
duced with a single lantern by any of the
morning of the sunrise was developed, and the
ordinary modes of carrier, for they all brought
transparency made and exhibited in the lantern
the slide across the front of the condenser,
the same evening.
which was fatal to the effect desired. But at
He told me he had (in September last), 42
the same time I was convinced of its possibility
subjects altogether, ready for the lantern, and
of we only knew how to doit. Having this conthese include, besides the sunrise and sunset,
viction, I tried to discover the how-to-do-it, and
photographs of fruit and flowers, figures, rock
after many experiments I hit upon a simple
scenery, birds, fish, sea-scapes and woodland
device whereby to produce a perfect dissolving
scenery, with rich autumn tints. There are some
effect with a single lantern. Perhaps the appaauthorities, whose opinions I respect, that are
ratus will be best understood by referring to the
very sceptical about this; but as I can only say ; sketch on the following page.
what I saw, I leave to the future the justification
It will be at once observed that the form of
of the method of production.
Suffice it to say |lantern front is quite different to those commonly
here

that

that

no

the

inventor,

dyes, pigments,

after

or

assuring

other

me

' seen.

The

carrier, cc, for instance, is vertical,

colouring | and not, as hitherto, horizontal, and it is made

matter is used in the production of his slides, says

to move to and

away from the condensers, Aa,

any good average operator can produce these
on two rods BBB, which are supported at one end
colour photographs, and that there are far less _ by the condenser cover, and at the other end by
operations than in obtaining a silver print.
_ two arms, pp (in the sketch one is hidden by
It having been suggested that the result was
the lens board, ¥), which extend from the
obtained by three films, I have the assurance
upright bearing for the support of the objective, F.
from Mr. Bennetto that it is not so; in fact, he
Two slides are put into the carrier, one above
says his perfected pictures by the improved
the other, the carrier being close up to the conmethod are less in thickness than an ordinary | denser, and these slides are supported in the
positive film on a lantern plate, and will not be
carrier by the rod ac, which is fastened into the
on glass at all, but supplied or produced as fine
condenser cover, extending through a hole, g, in
films. He has also designed a carrier for them
the carrier frame to such a length that when the
for lantern work, the picture (film), being held 1 carrier is brought close to the arms, pD, the end
flat between two glasses, hinged and fastened by of the rod, ee, comes plumb with the carrier
a clip so that there is no danger to the picture | frame, and thus allows the slides to drop down
through the heat of the lantern. From what I upon the table, 1, which is covered with
indiasaw with ordinary gas I should say a satisfactory
rubber, and supported underneath by a light
10-ft. picture could be obtained with limelight.
| spring, J.
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On moving the carrier back to the condenser
again the upper slide will come from off the
bottom one on to the rod, ac, which supports
the slide in position in the carrier while the

latter is moving back to the condenser again.
It is this go-and-return motion to and from the
condenser that causes the dissolving effect; the
picture gradually vanishing as it goes out of
focus

reached,

is

extent

the

until

when

At this point the
it vanishes entirely.
glides are automatically changed, and on bringing the carrier back again towards the condenser
another picture gradually comes into view. The

Lantern

for

as a Subject

Architecture

Slides.—No.

By T.

II.

PERKINS.

soon as the photographer knows
something of the outlines of architecture, he can set about taking

qe\
Wo
.

KINO

some

must

negatives;

have

but, of course,

previously

he

provided

I
himself with suitable apparatus.
shall assume that his object is simply
to make lantern slides or enlargements,
bottom slide is left on the table, 1, between the
not
direct
prints on paper. For this purpose I
|
E.
support,
end of the rod, aa, and the objective
should recommend a small camera—a quarterplate, opening out to about 10 inches, will be
most convenient—for although 33 inch square
cameras are made, plates of this size are less
easy to procure than quarter-plates.
I have
already in a previous article in the Opticau
a Sq

Maaic

Laxrern

Journau,

Vol.

VII.,

p. 87,

recommended the use of half plates cut
four parts, each 8+ x 22 inches in size,
described how these can be fitted into
quarter plate backs without difficulty. Not

into
and
the
less

than six double backs should be provided, nine
or even twelve would be better, as for detail

On

that

objective,

of

side

and

carrier

the

for about

nearest

the

from

the

14 inch

bottom, the rabbit is cut away from both sides
of carrier frame to allow of the carrier return-

ing and leaving the slide deposited on the table,
1.

The

slide is now

taken

away, and another

work many plates may well be exposed in one
day. When working this summer with a friend,
I was much struck by the useful camera stand
he carried ;the top was provided with a ball
and socket arrangement, so that the camera

could be pointed in any direction, upward to a
roof, downward

to a brass on the floor, as well

as horizontally for ordinary views; the legs
were formed of a series of bamboo joints, each
about

three feet long, which screwed

into

one

one put into the carrier on the top of the one | another like the joints of a chimney sweep’s
now in position. All is then ready for the next ; brush, so that if one only was used for each leg,
change of slides. The carrier is actuated by the camera could be brought about 2 feet from
means of the haudle, r, which fits on either side
of the rod, Lu, to which is attached side struts,

the ground, while if four were used it could be

quite clear and free to be used for scientific
purposes. For the projection of rackwork and

everything beyond a certain distance would be

raised to the height of about 10 feet. ‘‘ How
focusing,
uncapping and recapping
mM, the latter being fastened to the carrier by | about
the
lens
at
such
a
height as this?” I can
the
of
slots
the
in
means of studs working
hear my reader exclaim.
But this is not so
struts. By taking out the milled head screw,
great
a
difficulty
as
it
may
seem at first. Ifa
entirely
taken
is
nt
arrangeme
x, the carrier
short-focused lens is used and stopped down,
away from the lantern, leaving the baseboard
slipping slides, etc., a lantern stage is made so

that it will be held in position by simply slipping

into the condenser cell.
OxyGEN

GENeRator.—Mr.

Messrs. Clement

and

J. F. Brown has granted to

Gilmer, Paris,

the sole wholesale

and retail agency for the continent for Stedman's Oxygen
Generator.

in focus

at the same

time, or the distance can

be approximately measured, and some other
object at the same distance from the camera,
before it is raised so high, can be focused, the
back put in, the slide drawn, the camera placed
in position to take the object, a piece of carving
for instance, and the exposure made by means
of a pneumatic ball and tube.
By practice
and experience the camera can be placed
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NEW

LANTERN

ALFRED

H.

‘‘The
N.B.—

PHOTOGRAPHY.

SLIDES

from Dr. HALL
EDWARDS’
MAY BE OBTAINED FROM
SAUNDERS,
Lantern Slide

Studio,’?

ARTISTIC

COLOURING

(WET

Heath
A

Street,

SPECIALITY.

COLLODION

xiil.

“3
NEGATIVES

Manufacturer
PROCESS

ONLY),

BIRMINGHAM.

WRITE

FOR

CATALOGUES,

FREE.

New Model “TROTTER” Educational Lantern,
Limelight

Set with Screw Adjustment for centering.

Prism tor erectinz; also for vertical projection.
Triple
Condenser, 43 in. diameter.
Double Combination Front

Lens, 8in. equiv.

Focus.

Special

Cut-off Tap,

allowing Lantern to be instantly turned nearly outor full
on with one movement.
The Cheapest and Best Educa-

Single

tional Lantern in the Market, £7

5s.

Limes

Hermetically

(cased

in Glass),

Sealed; Best Nottingham Limes, turned out of solid
Litnestone; in Boxes of six Limes, 2/3 per box.
British History Slides and Map Slides; over 500 subjects; Q/- perdoz. Sample Slide and Postage, 1/- each.

Lists Free.

Liberal

Well known to be the
BEST
CUT,

Trade

Terms.

Everybody saya they
are the

If you cannot get them
from your dealer, send

and every one
exact.
No rough
edges.
All

perfect.

1s. 1}d. and the
SHARPEST CUT

dealers
and

To be had in boxes,
assorted,
= oF of one
shape 1/
only.

shippers.
Address to the

Full patterns sent free by

tree, white one side and

post on receipt of 1d.
‘
144 Binders in 1s, box.

adn

black the other,or all black
a
in any of the shapes.

foe

73, Lord St.,
LIWERPCOL.

ANTI-HALATION and BACKING PAPERS, 6d., 9d., &1s. GUMMED NUMBERS, 6d. WHITE SPOTS, 6d.
LANTERN TINTERS, 6d. DEAD BLACK, 6d. WHITE INK, 6d. IN and OUT CHANGING BAG, 5s. & 6s.

THE

“PNEUMATIC”

Lantern Slide Dissolving Carrier.
PATENT

APPLIED

FOR.)

oe
eOX
The

FITS

ANY

Best Carrier for Single
You simply squeeze the

LANTERN.

XO,

Lanterns on the Market.
Ball-It does the rest.

(2
w

13,

F.
Hartwood

W.
HUDLASS,
Road, SOUTHPORT,

LANOS.

xiv.

and Photographic Enlarger.
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& CO,

J. THEOBALD

THE RELIANCE MAGIC LANTERN AND SLIDES.
We would draw particular attention to this set as one which we have made up specially for the use of
Comprising: A full-size Magic Lantern which takes
churches, missions, schools, and for the household.
all full-size slides, and with a large variety of various subjects, charging for the complete set about half
a large
the price which these articles would cost if purchased separately. As will be seen, we have received
nomber of testimonials from various newspapers commenting favourably on this ret, and we have every
confidence in recommending it as being one which is certain to give every satisfaction.

No. 1 Ser.—Comprises a full-size Reliance Lantern, japanned body, made with a powerful 3-wick
mineral oil lamp, a 4-inch plano-convex condenser (that is two condensing lenses of 4 inches diameter
each), donble combination rackwork front (which means4 front lenses fitted in a brass nozzle) with rackwork adjustment. This Lantern will give a clear picture on the acreen of 10 to 12 fect in diameter. With
each

lantern

we give 4 sets full-size coloured

sets required can be made

slides, and the relection of the

from any of the following subjects: Scripture, Nursery

Tales, Comic Subjects, and ‘Travels.

In addition to this we also give half-a-dozen Comic Movable Slides
in mahogany frames (the selection of which must be left to ourselves),
1 Rackwork Slide of a Chromotrope, 1 ‘‘@ood-night ’ Slide, 1 “ Welcome” Slide, 1 Double Slider Frame for putting the Slides in for showing
in the Lantern, and complete Lectures for the 4 sets of slides selected.
Packed in a case complete for £2.

SLIDES.

OF PHOTO

NEW SETS

Gulliver’s ‘T'ravels—Jessie’s Dream, or the Relief of Lucknow—
Scripture Sets—Fine Art Gallery—Jameron’s dash for the Transvaal
from 68. dozen. Rackwork Chromotropes. 3s. each. Operators sent out
Lanterns repaired.
Slides made to order.
Best Photographic Slides; thousands of Sets, 6s. dcz. _9ft. Screens,
108. 6d.
Everything connected with Lanterns and Slides from Toy
Lanterns at Js. and Slides at Gd. per doz.up t> Lanterns at £80, and
Slides at 303. each. All the latest Novelties. Animatographs and Films.

SEE our

New

CaTaLoGuE

FoR 1897, Now

Reapy.

Fubu

S1zz CoLouRED

SLIDES

FROM

3d. EACH.

J. THEOBALD & CO., 19, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

Heetylene

Gas for

the Lantern.

Every Lanternist who wishes to obtain the maximum amount
use
should
of trouble
amount
minimum
the
of Light with
ACETYLENE.
Just as much Light and only ONE QUARTER
the COST of Limelight.

The CHEAPEST,
Generator

SAFEST,

and BEST

for Lanternists

is

tf SIMPLEX.”

“ SIMPLEX ” LANTERN FITTINGS
Give

the

BEST

LIGHT

of any

the Market.

FELICE

Jets

Complete

on

with

Its size is only 13x17
inches,

eee
as
Dissolving Tap.

Its weight only it lIbs.,

PRICE

AND

Its PRICE
2

only

C /6

1/—_

WRITE

FOR

OUR
LANTERN
AT ONCE.

LIST

THE ACETYLENE GAS C0., Ltd., oun@tsicieMhgNPne oy
Works

ASHFORD

ana@d

NEW

YORH,

U.S.A.
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80 as to take in the amount of subject desired.
from the lens in good focus together, and if were
Sometimes, however, something to stand on
used the 7 feet would be reduced to 5 feet, while
may be found, and focusing done in the usual | the 27, inch Anastigmat wouldat
its full aperture
manner,
35 Sharply define at the same time all objects
Lenses should be carefully chosen, and should
further off than 4 feet; but as without dark
be of the highest quality, for negatives intended
corners appearing on the plate, the rising front
for lantern slide making, especially if the slides
could not be raised when quarter-plates were
are to be made by contact, should be microbeing exposed, it could only be used as a rule
scopically sharp. It is true that by stopping
when nothing more was aimed at than could be
down, a comparatively poor lens will give good
got in a square slide 34 inches each way, made
definition, yet the stopping down of a lens to
by contact, in which case the angle included
4 Or ¢, Will prolong the exposure, even in a fairly
would be about 65°.
lighted interior to such an extent that only a
(To be continued.)
small number of negatives can be made during
the day; but fortunately there are now lenses on
the market altogether superior to any that were

Seite Hee

available a few years ago.

Slides.—No.

Those I mean that,

with a large aperture, give excellent definition
all over a plate whose length is about equal to
their focal length, and at the same time have a
flat field. I have found Wray’s Platystigmat ”
admirably suited for this purpose, one of 4 inch |

focus, thesmallest size made, should be procured;
this, if quarter-plates are used, will include a

medium angle ; if the smaller sized plates recommended above are employed a somewhat narrow
angle. This lens if used at its full aperture§ will,
if an object about 17feet off be focused accurately,
represent all objects at a greater distance in

practical focus at the same time, as well as those

that are somewhat nearer.

By

:
IE

es

II.

F. J. SCRIMGEOUR.

IFE model slides can usually be
coloured for a comparatively small
charge, because each one contains
only a very few figures, and these,

as the principal

objects

in the

a
picture, are of a fairly large size.
S/ The tint in this class of slide should be
>
as light as possible, for even the uncoloured transparency is often rather dense.
To as great an extent as we find uncoloured
animal slides unpopular, do we find tinted snapshots from the Zoo general favourites, and

If the aperture be
frequently the chief difference between first and
read 13
second-class slides lies in the background.
feet ; this stop will also make the lens cover
Especially is this the case with photos of small
sharply to the corners of a quarter-plate, so that
acimals, such as rabbits, ducks, etc., for then
further stopping down will seldom be required.
the photographer must exercise his judgment in
As the back combination of this lens may be
securing a background which, while being
used alone as a single lens of about 8 inch focus,
suitable to the subject, still remains nothing
and will give images practically free from dis- }
more than the means for concentrating the
reduced to jt, then for 17 feet we may

tortion over a quarter-plate, a second lens will | attention of the audience on the animal
itself.
hardly be needed.
For if half of
the backs are | For instance, quite recently I saw a slide meant

filled with quarter-plates and half with 34 by 23
inch plates, if a moderately wide angle is

(so the lecturer told us, and he should know 1)
to represent half-a-dozen white ducks on a

required, one of the quarter-plates may be used,
pond; but as the sun, shining through the leafy
and the slide made by reduction; if a narrow
branches cf the trees, was reflected on the
angle will suffice then one of the smaller plates :
water in dazzling patches, I felt that it was
can be exposed and the slide made by contact.
quite excusable when I heard some people near
If, however, a still shorter focused lens is
me question each other as to which of the
desired there
will be a choice between a wide , white patches
;
were ducks and which sunshine !
angle rectilinear fitted with a stop of {, if not .
To the coloured class of slides belong exclufor exposure, at any rate for convenience in composing the picture on the ground glass in dark | sively twogreat sections—effects and mechanical
slides,
interiors, (such a lens of 8 inch focus by Wray.
The existence of all good effect slides is due to
T have used with satisfactory results), and a
photography, but while some of them are made
Zeiss Anastigmat, Series IV. of 2.7; inch focus
by that agency directly from Nature, others are
working at a maximum aperture of us: These two
simply painted miniatures of sketches reduced
last mentioned lenses owing to their short focal
in the camera.
lengths have great depth offocus. Theformer with
Suppose I were making up a lecture set, and
a stop of i would give all objects beyond 7 feet
going to one of the London stores, asked for a
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mechanics were entertained to the two little
gymnastic boys who go tumbling about
black
I would be shown three slides, which
absurd attitudes on a very very thin
most
in
monochrome had been identical in appearance |
The men did not seem to
horizontal bar.
and in form—three lantern slides made from
very much, or why did so
y
displa
the
enjoy
the one negative, which had been exposed by a
The fact nevertheless
out?
many of them go
professional photographer inside the grounds
“lighting up” effect on Canterbury Cathedral.
when

in

audience stayed
the
j
But since then they have j; remains, only about half with
of the Cathedral.
black beard
the
an
gentlem
the
been through the hands of the colour artist, ! to witness for so many years back, had the unconhas,
who
with
t
and what dol find? The first is brillian
trollable appetite for rats.
colour, the trees display their different shades
But we are keeping the dealer waiting.
the
and
,
of green, the grass looks most inviting
Having got the Canterbury set, I enquire
sky, from the azure blue and fleecy clouds of the
the well-known series entitled ‘‘.\ storm
about
the
of
tints
upper air to the orange-crimson
being a number of slides—8 or 9—
sea,”
at
western horizon, almost dispels for the moment
| which illustrate an eventful day on the ocean.
the yellow fog of the London store.
The steamer is first seen in a stiff breeze,
No, 2 has been tinted with blue in its various
the sky becomes gradually darker and
and represents the same scene by night; then
shades,
while in the-last slide

all the surface

has

been

while the waves also assume a more
‘
hue.
sombre
The slides which are placed before me this

; darker,

blocked out with opaque varnish, except the
windows, which are painted with bright transtime are, of course, not photos from Nature,
parent colours, and give them the appearance
rather from a series of drawings made by a
but
they
made,
well
are
of stained glass. If they
artist. Sometimes one drawing is sufficient
skilled
will be exact duplicates in all but colour.
for a whole effect set, the colour artist doing the
Whether they are “ true ” or not cannot easily
rest. Such slides are generally more expensive
|
very
a
be discovered by visible inspection, as
those before mentioned, for much greater
slight error, quite unnoticeable when the slides | than
care is required in the colouring, the
and
skill
!
t
are in your hand, becomes woefully apparen
shading and frequently the gradation being
when magnified on the screen.
Very often the effects
ed by the brush.
produc
aphic
photogr
There is avery large variety of
ations of the two
combin
are
sets
model
life
in
effect slides just now in the market, and there
|An example :—
ed.
explain
have
I
s
system
not
could
which
are very few lectures, indeed,
corner of the
the
in
appears
dream
the
When
be supplied with a few pairs of effect slides perunderstand
must
we
scene
“Sleeping Soldier”
But
fectly congruous with the rest of the set.
has been
slide
ary
station
the
gh
althou
that
do not force effects for the sake of variety; do
originally
was
”
“effect
the
life,
taken from
not introduce the illumination of the American
artist.
some
by
d
sketche
|
statue of Liberty into the middle of a lecture
Let us now look shortly at the second section
on the development of the tad-pole; or even
nical slides. This is a very large class.
mecha
”
s
Progres
break into a set of the ‘ Pilgrim’s
In effect sets there is often one mechanical slide,
to let your audience see a rackwork effect of the
sometimes rackwork, sometimes slipping, someCourt.
“Fairy Fountain ” at Harl’s
a combination of both. © For instance, in
times
T remember attending a technical lecture on
the “ Storm at Sea’’ set (mentioned before) the
the various forms and positions of iron plating
on the burning steamer mount up by
flames
The
on men-of-war ships of the first-class.
The great
means of a rackwork apparatus.
lecturer had a splendid audience—naval oflicers,
in general
slides
moving
of
r,
howeve
y,
majorit
engineers, and mechanics—
iron merchants,
class of
no
in
and
t,
elemen
comic
the
use are of
who listened to the first half in rapt attention,
nces of
differe
such
found
is
es
arenci
transp
|
a
of
effect
“and were quite engrossed with the
There has been very little change in
quality.
shell on the various interstratifications of teak
during the last twenty years, very
slides
these
gentlethe
time”
But about “half
and steel.
ones are quite as good if not better
old
the
often
man on the platform intimated that the
If there
recently produced.
more
those
than
|
screen
the
upon
lanternist would now throw
during
t
vemen
impro
nding
outsta
any
been
has
a few mechanical and effect slides, which,
rk
rackwo
with
those
in
been
that time it has
although not exactly connected with the
movements where boats,
subject

in hand,

would,

no doubt, serve

as a

short interval before he went on to speak of
the distances at which various shells could
Then those
pierce the ‘‘ Creusot’’ steel plate.
naval officers, iron merchants, engineers, and -

rather

movement,

or

waves, and

birds move

at the same time, and

that with only a single lantern, these display
In this article I have
marvellous ingenuity.
used the word photography in a very general
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ANIMATED

OR

LIVING

PICTURES,

XV.

<=

THE MARVELLOUS KINEOPTOSCOPE (°27:))
For showing

Animated Photographs on the Screen.
Patented in all Countries.
Can be fixed
Stage of an Ordinary Lantern-an Advantage possessed by no other Apparatus.

_ Price
£20

ii

Fig. 1.

and

£22

Ee

Apparatus
asa

also with lonz Baseboard and special Stands for Apparatus and} Lenses,

PROJECTING

“208492

APPARATUS

ONLY

or with

cxtra

APPARATUS

O.G. Tubes

and

only,

Barrel

ee

O

Price

£10.

all in beautifully lacquered Brass Fittings, for use

and

LANTERN.’

Lens, so as to be used

as

either

a PROJUECTING

Perfection‘Jet, 1,500 Candle-power,

Fig. 3;

£18

the

See List,

EET

Supplied

into

00

O

-.:a
Lawson's Patent 1,500 Candlepower Saturator, £4 10s.
,
Advantages of this Apparatus :—Simple in construction; easily carried about ; can be used in Drawing Room
in ordinary lantern box complete; fitted up in few minutes ; will project all Standard Films.

Films of all Standard Makers supplied at Market Prices; and as many

irregularly perforated Films are

or Largest Hall; carried

on the market, wortbless to

any machine, all Films are tested before being sent out.

PRICES.
Apparatus only (as Fig. 1)
ar
.
ite
ag
£10 net.
Lantern and Projecting Apparatus (as Fig. 3)
Projecting Apparatus (as Fig. 3)...
a
a
with extra short focus O.G. Tubeand extra BarrelLens
Lantern and Projecting Apparatus (as Fig. 2),
Lantern and Projecting Apparatus (as Fiz. 3)
with short focus O0.G. Tube and fens...
e
£18
,,
with extra long drawer extension Tubesand BarrelLens
The prices quoted arc for the Apparatus and Lanterns all complete, and fitted in Stained Cases—with the exception of Jets;

{£20 net.

£22

,,

and as a

powerful Light is necessary for these projections, we can supply them with 1,500 Candle-power Perfection Jet, 40s.; or Lawson Patent 1,500

Candle-power Saturator for £4 10s. extra.

FULL

——t—
+ —

PARTICULARS

:

FROM

SOLE

OWNERS

BROS
Can

be

had

through

all

AND

MANUFACTURERS—

55/67, GODWIN
STREET, BRADFORD:
16, BEEKMAN
STREET,
NEW
YORK.
eg 22, GEORGE STREET, DUNEDIN, N.Z.
Opticians

and

Dealers.
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TAYLOR.

“SC ONTENTS.13+
Ardent Lanternism.
Aerial Graphoscope.

i

Lantern, The, Entertainmentsand _
Stage.
i

Panoramas and Pinholes.
Production of Lantern Slides by
Really Portable Lantern

i

'

Lantern Metallography.

All the World on the Screen.

:

Lantern

American Lantern Work.

i

Lantern for Advertising, The.

teal o Lanter ene,

:

Cheap Substitute for the Erecting

|

peal pa ee Use, The.
Lantern Readings.

Astronomical Slides.

Prism.

Stand, My.

a
oe
antern-OHdes:

.

Ether Saturator, The

struction.
Lantern Slide Painting.

i

Making

:

Paper Prints.
Masking Lantern Slides,

Exporters of Scientific Goods.
Facts for Beginners.

Forebodings.

i

Hints to Users of Saturators.

Hints to Lantern Beginners.
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sense, but perhaps on a future occasion through
the Editor’s kindness I may have the pleasure
of comparing the various processes of photography by which slides can be made.
|

The Lanternist’s
By

CHARLES

E.

Amsronra.—One of the minor constituents of the atmosphere, but the proportion is so excessively minute
that it seldom exceeds 3} parts in 10,000,000 of air.
Next to hydrogen, it is the lightest of gases. It is
produced by many methods, one of the principal being
its discharge and collection during the destructive

distillation of coal for the production of coal-gas. The
concentration of it is what is commonly sold as spirits
of hartshorn.

Practical

Cyclopedia.*—No.

209

AnMoNIUM,

II.

OR AuMONIUM

SALTs.—A

compound

of nitro-

gen and hydrogen, its proportion of the latter being one
atom more than ammonia.
chloride of ammonium, and

RENDLE.

ALBUMENISED Papyer.—A printing paper largely used in
photography, and prepared by floating on a strong bath
of albumen.
ALCOHOL, or Spirits oF Wine.—A highly rectified spirit,
produced by the distillation of fermented liquors until

Bromide of ammonium,
iodide of ammonium are

each valued in the photographic laboratory.

' AnaLysis.—The

taking to pieces,

or the reducing

to

parts of a whole.
In chemistry, the process by which
the constituents of a compound is arrived at. There
are many ways aud means of analysis, such as
qualitative analysis, by which the presence of a substance merely is ascertained; quantitative analysis
give the exact proportions of a constituent ; ultimate
analysis is also practised in organic chemistry to determine the relative gauging of the elements, carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen in any particular sub-

quite free from water, when it is called absolute alcohol.

It is most inflammable, and burns with a partially
luminous flame.
Among the thousand uses there are
for it, it plays an important part in the laboratory of
science, as a solvent for many substances that will not
dissolve in water.
“ALKALI.—A term in chemistry given to a group of solids
directly opposod to acids in their chemical action upon
other solids, or bodies.
Tho alkaline property extends ©
in a degree to all oxides and hydrates of the metals,
those most generally known being potassium and
sodium.

stance,

with

a view

to decide

its chemical

formula.

Tests, such as are called the Dry Tests or Wet Tests,
are each, chemically, forms of analysis. In the former
the body is heated

in its dry state alone, or in contact

With carbon, when observations are made on the
changes it undergoes.
In the latter the body is first
dissolved, when solutions of other agents are added to

determine
the precipitate. Students of photography are
recommended to read up so important a part of the
study.
ANGLE OF GAs ON Limes.—The best angle which has been
brass, gun-metal, bell-metal,
pewter, solders, etc.,
determined at which the gases impinge on the limes is
are all alloys.
The constituents of brass being
about 45 degrees. The importance of giving attention
copper and zinc; German silver, copper, zinc and
to the matter is made manifest by practice, inasmuch
nickel; pewter, lead and tin; bell and gun-metals,
as limes, light, and not infrequently a condenser is thus
chiefly copper and tin.
The precious metals also
saved.
are alloyed to harden them both for the coinage of
the realm, and general purposes.
Alloys in gold are
ANGLE OF SCREEN.—See Screens.
always divided into 24 parts, thus: Fine gold, 18 parts;
ANIMALCULE.—Very minute animals which cannot be
fine silver, 3 parts; finc copper, 3 parts; making
distinguished without the microscope.
Multitudes of
together 24 parts, and melted together would be called
them are found ina single drop of water; thus they
18 carat gold.
Again fine gold, 9 dwts; fine silver, 4
are designated water germs.
Animalcule has always
dwts.; fine copper, 11 dwts. ; in all, 1 oz. 4 dwts. Ogrs.,
been of deep interest and instruction when shown in
24 parts, and called 9 carat gold.
All metals, both
the lantern.
major and minor, are alloyed much in the same way.
| ANIMATOGRAPHE.—One of the names of the many instruALum.—A double sulphate largely used in medicine,
ments for the projection of photographs in rapid
photography, etc. Alumen—common potash.
succession on the screen.
The principle is not so
original as it first appeared, it being an elaboration of
ALUMINIUM.—A white metal prepared, chemically, from
the Zoétrope, or Wheel of Life, now fifty or sixty years
silicate, and various kinds of clay. In consequence of
of age.
The modern apparatus may be thus briefly
its being fairly malleable, and capable of taking a high
described.
A camera is fitted with an automatic
polish, is largely used for parts of lanterns, cameras, etc.
shutter, working at a rapidity of, say, 2,000 exposures a
Its specific gravity is the lowest among metals, being

ALLoy.—To

lessen the purity of a metal, the admixture

of fine and base metals,
are made by melting them

combinations
of metals
together—German silver,

|

only about two and a-half. The wouderful march of
science has been more than demonstrated in the pro-

.
:

duction

|

of aluminium,

for, whereas

in

1828,

we

are

told it figured at £1,000 per pound, whilst to-day its
price is much the same as copper.
AMALGAM.—A combination of two or more metals, one of
which is always mercury: by this characteristic an
amalgam differs from an alloy.
AMATEUR LANTERNIST.—One who cultivates the study
(of the lantern) from mere love of it, and not professionally.
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER.—fce

Amateur Lanternist.

*All rights reserved.

minute.
Sensitised films of from fifty to a hundred
feet in length are fed from spools, across the focal
plane of the camera.
Although these photographs
are taken so quickly, 10 to 30 per second, each one is

distinct in itself; that is to say, a photograph is taken
on

_
;
|
|

the film

about

the

size of a sixpence, the lens is

closed, and remains closed until the film has been
moved forward into position for the next picture, when
it is again opened for the exposure, and so on until the
entire length of film has been usedup.
It will be seen
from the above that during exposure the film is at
rest, as in ordinary photography, if it were not so, and

the lens remained uncapped during the whole of the
film’s length, the result would be one long strip of a
blurred something, and nothing in particular; but
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being separate photographs, each distinct in itself, of
the various movements of moving objects, and when
these are magnified for optical projection, and passed by
means of a motive power between the lantern'’s condenser and its objective at a rapid rate the screen appears
animated with life, highly diverting, and the greatest
enthusiasm always follows. The principle of camera and
lantern arrangements are identical, whilst the pictures
are being passed through the lantern, they rest each
in turn, and in this way the vision takes in the scene
as in actual life.
The main or driving power in most
of these apparatus is the same in principle as the timefashioned clock maker's throw.
ANNEALING.—The science of tempering to softness,
metal and glass, by which they are released of their
brittleness.
In heating the article to be annealed to 2
cherry redness, and by allowing it to cool very slowly
in a warmed chamber, it is thus rendered soft and

excellent screen for most experiments, and the
cost is much in its favour.
The fact that none of our X ray investigators
have noticed—in so far as I know—the fluorescence of this very common substance may be an
incentive to still further investigation in this
line, and possible discovery of something still
better than the tungstate of calcium.
<>eee

The

Lantern
By

heat, whilst the outer skin cools and contracts.
ANODE.—The way through which the electric current

53

opposition or

direct contrast in expression.—See Elocution.

‘Apzx.—The direct point of anything, or the highest
degree of elevation,
APHENGESCOPE.—An instrument for exhibiting opaque
objects, and when attached to the lantern throws upon
the screen the reflections of such objects, instead of by
transparency.
By this means object lessons are
simplified and made doubly interesting.
APPARATUS.—The instruments or utensils for the carry:
ing out of art experiments.

For the practice of an art,

or profession, thus the outfit essential for a lantern

exhibition, with its numerous accessories and attachments, would be considered apparatus.

Agua

Fortis.—A commercial term denoting nitric acid.

Aqua

Rees,

oR

NitRo-Moriaric

AcrpD, is a mixture

of

nitric acid one part, and hydrochloric acid two parts,
This combination has the power of dissolving gold (the
royal metal), but in either acid separately gold is
insoluble.
Arc.—The segment of a circle.

(To be continued.)

-_

Fluorescent

By H. C. OGDEN.

eouN
ve
AV

i

y,
=)

R. ASHCROFT,

F

lecture hall, it certainly cannot

passed, if equalled.

be sur-

"It is a source of great satisfaction to find,

too, that it is gradually being adopted in the
evening continuation schools of the country,
than which no more suitable places for its use

can be found.
By its means not only does the elementary
school teacher find an extremely valuable aid
in explaining and elucidating clearly and
easily, and in riveting on the memory of their
pupils facts much beyond their oft-times
limited comprehension, but also that its use
supplies a large amount of that recreative
element
recommended
by the
Education
Department.

interesting
regularly,

Screen.

*

may interest some of your readers
to know that a good fluorescent
screen for X ray experiments can
be made by coating a piece of pasteboard with prepared glue and

sifting on a coating of common
zine white (oxide of zinc), which can
be obtained very cheaply at any paint
or drug store.
It is not quite equal to tungstate of calcium,

but fluoresces brilliantly enough to make a really
* Sci, Am.

Con-

Schools.

Further than this, that lantern lectures of an

+-SaopOe+

Inexpensive

Evening

late years the increasing amount
of use to which the optical lantern
has been put in higher educational
circles has been as remarkable as
it is gratifying.
Asan item in the
ordinary teaching machinery of the

penetrates substances through which it passes.
rule in rhetoric, denoting

in

tinuation

workable. But if subjected to sudden exposure to the
atmosphere, the inner parts remain dilated by the

ANTITHESIS.—A

CO uel cS

and

are

suitable

a

very

description,

successful

given

means

of
increasing and maintaining a larger attendance
in the classes, the writer can readily testify.
That the Education Department fully appreciate its value

and

encourage

its use, both

as

an educator and an attraction, is clearly shown
by Paragraph V. of the Explanatory Memorandum in the New Code for Evening Continuation Schools, where we find that: “ My Lords
of the Council on Education will be interested
to learn from the reports of Her Majesty’s
Inspectors of Schools the results of any successful experiments by which evening schools have
been rendered more attractive, ¢.g., by lantern
illustrations, etc.
Encouragement might also
be given to capable lecturers to deliver, from

;i time

to time, short lectures,

well

illustrated,
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in connection with some of the subjects of the
school time table.”’
When it is understood that the evening school
curricula include over a dozen

science

subjects,

geography, history, illustrative composition,
etc., for which some of the more enterprising
slide manufacturers cater very efficiently, it
will be seen what a great mission the lantern
has in this direction, and what a wide field
there is for the further extension in its use.
Evening schools are rapidly increasing in

number, owing to a more liberal monetary
encouragement given to them, and it is to be
hoped that their promoters will soon

recognise
the fact that by using the lantern “ the hearing
ear and the seeing eye’”’ may together be used
to the greater educational advantage of the
scholar, and the increased pecuniary profit of
the teacher.

ia
The

Dangers

of Acetylene.

TER conducting a series of experiments in connection with acetylene
gas, Mr. Abm. Grace, of Keighley,
thus expresses himself in his local

paper :—
Lately I was invited to try an
experiment at the Technical Institute
in order to test the value of the new
system of artificial lighting by acetylene.
A class-room was illuminated by four acetylene
burners during a drawing lesson instead of
twenty-four ordinary gas burners; that is, one
acetylene light taking the place of six coal gas
burners. The experiment was quite as successful as was anticipated ; but since then rumours
have come to my ears that the gas and
chemicals used are extremely dangerous.
All new inventions, of course,
as dangerous until they become

are regarded
well known,

and so, sir, if you will permit me, I should like
to correct those wrong impressions, because
so far as my knowledge goes they are entirely
baseless.
One impression is that the calcium
carbide which we use in the preparation of the

gas is more explosive than dynamite.
The
expression used was that ‘‘dynamite was a
fool to it.”
In order to test this I have
hammered large pieces of it into powder with
an ordinary steel hammer, and there was not
the slightest explosion, nor anything which

pointed

to

any

chemical

action

whatever.

Indeed, anyone who knows chemistry at all,
and knows the composition of carbides would, I

think, never

entertain

the idea that they were

likely to explode.
I tried also the effect of fire on a piece of
it, although the experiment was unnecessary
seeing that it is made in a furnace.
The
behaviour was neither more nor less dangerous

than
effect
would
I can

burning a piece
on the carbide
have been on the
safely say that

dangerous

than the

of sandstone, and the
was even less than it
stone. So that I think
the carbide is no more

setts

in the

streets,

and

just about as likely to explode.
As for the gas, its properties, with the
exception of its illuminating power, are very

similar

to

those

of

coal

gas,

and

when

mixed with air and a light is introduced it will
explode just as coal gas does.

However, the

very few explosions which occur with coal
gas compared with the numerous places where
it is used show that it is possible for large
volumes of it to be safely handled and used
for domestic purposes without accident, and the
same can certainly be said of acetylene.
When the acetylene has been burnt there
is less smell than with coal gas, because

it contains

sulphur or uncondensed

tar

products,
and
nothing
but
carbon
hydrogen.
It has been proved too,
I could, if necessary, give particulars
it is not by a long way as poisonous as coal
because it forms no combination with
blood.
Someone said, too, that acetylene
corroded brass very rapidly. I have found

no

and
and
that
gas,
the
gas
out

since that it has practically no action on brass,

although it certainly does affect pure copper.
The unfortunate explosion which occurred
in Paris can hardly be quoted as evidence of the
dangerous properties of acetylene used at
ordinary pressures, because the cylinder which
burst and killed the two men was full of
acetylene at a very high pressure; under those
circumstances not only acetylene, but all gases,
even air, are explosive, the danger lying not
go much in the gas as in the weakness of the
vessel containing it.
Finally, I have performed so many experiments with the gas, and used it under so many
conditions, that I am thoroughly convinced
that it is as safe to deal with as coal gas, and
when its great illuminating power and cheapness
are

better

known,

it will become

one

of the

most popular of illuminating agents.
Trx-Por

LantTERNS —Mr. Edgar G. Lee, in the course

of an article in a contemporary, truly remarks: ‘‘ Men
without experience of any kind think themselves competent to entertain a large audience by means of a cheap
tin-pot lantern, a twelve feet almost transparent screen,
and an oil lamp with a chronic smoky chimney.”
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A

Firm

Lantern

Stand.

By W.H.5.

{HEN reading the September num-

ber of this journal I noticed that

attention was called to the great
importance of having a firm stand

for the lantern. About four years
ago I made a case and stand of
the style I intend here describing for use
with my triple lantern. To prove its
great strength J have even climbed on the top
of the lantern, which has been eight feet from
the ground.
On one occasion I explained the stand to a
leading lantern apparatus manufacturer, and he

.

gave it as his opinion that it was the best one
that he had ever seen, although the cost of

hinged at (A) are clamped when opened by the
bar (8), which is secured to the doors by the
thumb-screws 1 and 3, the bar itself being
secured to the bottom of the box by the thumb| screw 2. At the bottom of the case at (c) there
_ is a space in which lenses, limes and other
necessities are packed in separate divisions.
The lantern itself is attached to a kind of box
(x), which is attached to the case by two set
; Screws (D), and on these the lantern swings down
into its case until the bottom of the drawer in
;
(x) is flush with the top of the case.
The box
(x) contains a drawer (£) shown half open, this
is useful for holding slides during an exhibition,
and at other times it forms a useful receptacle
:
| for a-few tools.
The lantern is affixed to the
box (x) spoken of by the thumb-screws 4 and
5, whereas 6 (Fig. I.) is employed for tilting
the instrument.
In working, the mode
of procedure in rigging up is as follows i—(1)
Tip the lantern case on one end, open the doors
and fix bar (B); (2) Stand the affair up in
| position ; (3) Loosen the set-screws (D); (4)
Swing
the lantern round, and up to a
vertical position; (5) Tighten the set-screws
(D); (6) Arrange everything, light up, and then
give the desired tilt to the lantern by means of
6 (Fig. I).
I have not given any measurements, for in
making one itis necessary to build it, as it were,

round one’s own apparatus, and methods of
wedging the instrument in its case need not be
dwelt on by me, as I take it for granted that
one who has sufficient ability to make such a
case for himself is quite capable of arranging
this small matter without any suggestions on
my part.
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The Electric Light in the Optical
Lantern.—No. II,
By CECIL

va

M. HEPWORTH.

N automatic arc lamp is one in which
the carbon rods are gradually fed
GW,
forward as they are consumed away
by a mechanical contrivance which
making would prevent its introduction from a
is controlled by the electric current.
commercial point of view. This, of course, would |
It has already been said that the
not prevent some of the readers of the Macic
gap between the carbon points offersa
Lantern JouRNAL having one made.
high resistance to the passage of the
Fig. II. represents an end view showing the
electricity because of the poor conductivity of
configuration when the lantern is in position,
the intensely hot carbon vapour with which it
the dotted lines, of course, representing it when | is filled. It will be readily understood,
therein the case.
The two sides or doors which are
fore, that the greater this distance between the
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carbon points, the higher will be the resistance
which the space offers to the passage of the
electricity. Now it is one of the first laws of
the science of electricity that the quantity of
current which flows around a given circuit is inversely proportional—other things being equal—
to the amount of resistance which that circuit
offers to its passage ; consequently, as this distance between

the carbon points increases, or,

in other words, as the are grows longer, the
quantity of electricity consumed by the lamp
diminishes proportionately.
It is upon this
circumstance that the principle of all automatic
regulators depends.
To see how this principle is applied, let us
imagine an automatic lamp (Fig. IV.) con-

:
_

:
|

structed on the very simplest lines. (A) is an |
electro-magnet through which
the electric
current which feeds the arc has to pass, and
whose magnetic strength is, of course, strictly
proportional to the
strength of that current. It follows that
as the carbons are
consumed
and _ the
distance between

their

points

creases,

the

inattrac-

tive force which the
magnet exerts upon
the armature (B) will
" grow
smaller
and
smaller.
Fig. IV.

core
is

The

iron

of the magnet
hollow,

and

the

|
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in proportion, and a stat2 of equilibrium will
quickly be reached when the carbon points are
distant from one another by the extent necessary
for the maintenance of the arc at its best.
Then, as the rods are gradually consumed and
the arc grows longer, the strength of the current
will be diminished, the magnet will have less hold
upon the armature, and the upper carbon will
drop a little until the arc is reduced to the right
length, and the former state of balance is reached
again. Should the light from any cause become
extinguished, the magnet, suddenly losing its
power, will drop the upper carbon
and
immediately pick it up again when the arc is
re-established.
I think it will be hardly necessary to point
out that this is a very imaginary case, for a lamp
built upon such simple lines as this would be
utterly impracticable.
If, however, such a contrivance as this were a practical possibility, it
would be called a monophotal lamp; that is to
say, it would only work when there were no
other lamps burning upon the same circuit, for
any variation in the strength of the current
supplied to it would influence the light by
altering the distance between the carbon points.
To overcome this difficulty, what is known as
the ‘ differential” principle was devised. That
principle I will now try to explain.
There are two magnets employed, one being
wound with thick wire through which the main
current has to pass, just asin the previous case,
while the other is wound with a great quantity
of very fine wire, and is connected direct with
the main

circuit,

so that a certain

amount

of

cylindrical armature is free to work up and down | electricity is always flowing through it so long
in its centre, so that it will rise to its highest © as the current is switched on, and quite indeposition when the magnet is at its strongest,
and sink lower and lower as the attractive
power grows less.
Suppose that one of the
carbons—-say the upper one—-is attached to this

armature,

the other one being a fixture; while

: pendently of the resistance of the arc, or, indeed,

| of whether the light is burning at all. So it will
' be seen the current divides directly it enters the
- lamp, part of it flowing through the coils of the
| main magnet and across the arc, while the small

there is no current flowing through the circuit, | remainder is shunted into the auxiliary or
the two carbons will be in contact, for the upper
‘‘shunt ”’ magnet, as it is called for this reason,
one will rest upon its fellow by its own weight,
and there exhausts itself in merely maintaining
and that the carbons should touch, it will be
the strength
of that
magnet’s attractive
remembered, is a necessary condition of the
power.
striking of the arc. Now, suppose that the
The great quantity of very fine wire with which
electric current is switched on. At the first
this second magnet is wound confers upon it a
moment there will, of course, be practically no : very high, and, of course, constant resistance,
resistance to its passage, for the electrodes are
so high that only a very small quantity of elecin contact with one another, and as this great
tricity is able to flow through it. As the resistflow of current has to pass through the magnet,
ance is unalterable, the strength of this magnet
it will immediately assert a powerful attractive
is strictly proportional to the strength of the
force upon the armature, and will suck it up and
current which is flowing round it, and as this
draw the carbons apart. As the points separate,
magnet pulls in the opposite direction to the

however, the

strength

of the

current

will

be

greatly reduced, the magnet will become weaker

main

one, it will exactly

compensate

for any

| variation in the power of the main magnet which
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is due to fluctuations in the potential of the
been tampered with, there are more people
main circuit. I do not know whether I have
eager to bear him who meet him with a good
made this rather complex explanation sufficiently
appetite, believing that he can tell them more
clear. There are two electro-magnets, one more
of that which they feel they ought to know.
powerful than the other, but both working on
It was thought desirable that I mighi offer a
branches of the same circuit, so that any variafew more remarks upon this question as to a
tion in the strength of that circuit will affect
selection of suitable objects, and Iam very willing
each alike, and the relation of the strength of to do so to the best of my ability.
one to that of the other will not vary with any
It will be remembered that in the article
fluctuations in the potential of that circuit. But | referred to above I took rather the side of
the main magnet depends for its strength upon
astronomy—“ the infinitely great.”” There are
the variable resistance of the arc, so that the
no doubt plenty amongst my fellow readers,
regulation of the distance between the carbon
well acquainted with things terrestrial, who
points will depend upon the amount of current
can favour us with a list of pleasant and
crossing the arc as compared with its strength
instructive sights from other branches of science.
at the terminals of the lamp, and only the
So I will here, again, go to the sky for my subamount of light, not the length of the are, will

be affected by the variations
supplied to the lamp.

in the current

(To be continued.)

OR
All

the

World

IS
on

the

OST of the readers of this journal
have doubtless seen or read an
article under the above title in our
AND

ANNUAL, in which I

speak of the infinitely little and the
infinitely great—the revelations of
Ge
the microscope, and those of the teleSN, scope aided by photography;
and
thoygh I say in the article in question that I
would not advise a wholesale attempt at sciencelecturing unless qualified to do so, I yet try
to stimulate lanternists in general to now and
then pluck some flowers from the fields of
science,

to show

and

a few slides sometimes

con-

veying useful instructions, as well as unusual
. interest.
There are plenty of science slides which
easily lend themselves to popular treatment, a
judicious introduction of which would raise the
tone of an entertainment,
raise also the
lanternist or lecturer in the estimation of his
audience; and many in that audience would

leave

the

other

side

of the

question to those who care not to fly so high,
and who are not quite so heavenly-minded.
Most people know, of course, that we have a
sun, a moon, and ever so many stars in the sky,
for they see them

Screen.

By B. R. SCHUTZ.
(Author of “‘CELESTIAL SyMPHoNyY.”’)

ALMANAC

ject-matter,

sometimes ; but they do not

all know what they are made of, what is inside
of them, or what they look like when we get
nearer to them. The latter part of the difficulty
we can easily remove by showing the photographs or drawings made at the telescope.
Ancient

astronomers, who worked so hard, and

accomplished so much by simple eye observation
—what would they have given to see the wonderful amount of detail on the surface of our
planets as revealed by our modern instruments,
or the beautiful photographs we possess to-day
of

the

sun,

the

moon,

and

the

heavens

generally?
We have photographs of the sun, showing at
a glance that his apparently smooth and evenly
glaring surface is mottled all over, appearing
like a greyish white surface thickly strewn with
rice grains or snowflakes. These rice grains are
immense volumes of incandescent vapours, here

and there interrupted, rent asunder and massed
together, producing
special white patches
called

‘‘facule,’’

alongside

of which

we

then

perhaps feel surprised to find themselves stirred
to so much appreciation of these things, and to
such a longing to know more.
Human nature

see the ‘spots’’—caverns looking black as
night—all caused by terrific hurricanes and
eruptions.
On the edge are also seen the
‘‘prominences,” or flames darting away into
outer-space to a distance of many thousands of
miles sometimes.
At Mr. Newton’s, of Fleet
Street, I have seen some exquisitely painted

is a funny affair;

slides

I have

known

people

come

back from the Continent with a sharp appetite

of

the

rainbow,

Aurora-Borealis,

and

other phenomena connected with light, which
for certain food, which before they had despised.
would charm any audience, and will show
It had been administered unawares.
Thus, a
nicely the colour and peculiar action of our
popular interest in science is gradually created,
sun’s light, under various atmospheric conditions.
and when the real, live scientist himself appears, |
A photograph of the moon is always received
he will find that instead of his sphere having
with delight.
A good variety of these is
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to be had at a shilling each, showing our
satellite under different degrees of illumination; also many sectional drawings of her
numerous

craters

and

mountains,

and

even

one comparing a portion of her surface with
the surroundings of Vesuvius.
Now, these
slides will not show people the ‘ man in the
moon,’ nor his bundle of sticks, but they will
strongly urge us to conclude that most probably

the many holes we see on our moon are crater

pits; that her surface is covered with congealed
lava, and that very likely we have before us
the photographs and pictures of the remains,
or the skeleton of what was “once upon a
time "’ a habitable globe like our earth.
I have learned to believe in movable slides;

with them your work is half done.
most

interesting

one—costing

There is a

about

6s.

9d.,

paint and all—with the earth in the centre, lit
up by the sun from one side, and the moon

revolving

around

her,

phases as she does so.

showing

her varying
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and distinct, all the principal stars ever visible
to the naked eye, at any given time of the year.
If I had been surprised to see some sixty or
seventy lovers of the stars before me, they were
now enraptured with what was suddenly brought
before them.
All the old familiar configurations
in the sky were there, the various constellations
marked off and named with the names of the
chief stars, and on gazing fora little while, the
otherwise complex movements of the heavens
became quite simple. There is the Great Bear
and the Little Bear, Hercules

and the Dracon

ever chasing each other around the Pole Star,
which quietly keeps its place. Yonder blazes
Orion, followed by his Great Dog—Sirius;
above them are the Pleiades or Seven Sisters
looking on. There goes ‘‘the Ram, the Bull,
the heavenly
Twins”—and
all the rest
showing themselves by turn, some rising in the
east, others setting in the west. But this is

But wherever our moon

happens to be, there the waters of the earth’s
oceans are seen to bulge out upwards towards
her—more

when

she is full, most

when

new,

and least when she is in her quarters, thus
beautifully illustrating the cause of spring and
neaptide.
There is also a mechanical slide
with the earth travelling round the sun,
showing the monthly lunations, and another
one of the solar system—all the planets with
their satellites in motion around our sun.
Of course, the planets or pictures of them leck
well

on

the

screen,

and

comets

as

well as

nebul~ and the constellations are all well
represented in the slide market, but here, perhaps, difficulties increase a little, and a certain
amount of information would be needed.
Yet,

somehow the stars always take well, and people
love to see clusters

and

crowded

sstar-fields,

showing the vast numbers existing in space.
This will be well illustrated by the following
incident out of my experience.
I went to my lecture hall one night shortly
after eight o'clock to bring away myslides,
expecting to see nobody there, for it had been
raining and blowing all the evening, which
made it unfit for a dog to be out. To my
astonishment there were over fve dozen people
eagerly waiting for my lecture on the stars—
the third of a series. The enthusiasm of that
little gathering inspired me more than a room
full on a fine night could have done; but I
think the secret of it was partly this—my
syllabus stated that on that night there should
appear on the screen the “entire sky in motion
just as it was seen outside on any clear night.”
And, true enough, there were seen, clear

not all concerning the abundant detail of this
remarkable apparatus. It shows also the dates
for the whole year, revolving with the star-disc
just outside of a fixed circle distinctly showing
the hours, half-hours, etc., for day or night.
So that if you wish to know about the rising,
setting, or other position of any star or constellation in the heavens, bring your picture
into that position, Icok at tbe clock and see
what time it is, close to the date, for which you
wish to have your information, and you will
always find the time and date correspending
aoe apy phenomena in your picture or in the
sky.
I have never exhibited this slide when it did
not ‘‘ bring the house down.’’ It was brought
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out some time ago by George Philip & Son, who,
I think, supply also all other lantern requisites,
and it is an exact copy of their revolving planisphere, costing, I believe, 10s. 6d. each. The

prompted by a recent visit of one, not in the

southern, as well as the northern hemispheres,

and the old too, would feel at home as soon as he

can be purchased in this form.

I am surprised

the apparatus has not been blazed abroad as
such wonder-working things usually are, for
this certainly ought to be in the hands of
every lanternist. It could be suitably shown
at almost any entertainment if only as a wind-up,
and I guarantee that nothing they can show
will elicit more hearty enthusiasm than this
mechanical planisphere slide; and to workers
in the religious fields, to clergymen and others,
it ought

to be particularly

useful to show,

in

combination with other objecte I have mentioned,
how ‘ The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the firmament showeth His handiwork.”

The

spirit state, but actual life—a genial old soul, a
countenance beaming with every word; you
could read in his face that the young folks, yes,
appeared on the platform ; he had just returned
from a trip—‘‘ way down in the country” note,
it was not at some noted hall ina great city—a
two week’s trip, and had brought back sixty
dollars, and had a jolly good time.
He knows
nothing

about

the

Rhine,

part, the Civil war, and can

Showman.

He went up and down

the

xs”
length and breadth of the land instruct#"
ing and amusing the public, having the
main object always well in view, the same as

He (says the Exhibitor) was a

success in his day, and why? Was it because
he instructed? Not to our notion; we think
that those who amuse, no matter in what walk

of life, are more uniformly successful than others.
If our proposition be correct, why cannot the
showman be a success again; are not the same
traits of human nature to which he appealed,
as easily moved as then; Are we not children,
youths and men as of old; Do not yet all our
fancies kindle when we hear of or see portrayed
the perils and achievements of Robinson Crusoe
or Aladdin; Do we not feel in sympathy with
the lover and move in unison with every turn
of a pathetic story; Are not our passions
aroused by deeds of daring as of old?
No
such memories as these are awakened by the
lecturer,

his efforts, with

in comparison, cold

statistics,
that

and

descriptions

rare

tell his story with

a thrill and pathos to move all, young and old;
he knows too how to please the young with his
nursery tales and stories of daring, he knows
well when to bring in the comic pictures and
humorous ideas; he has learned well that when

a)

the rest of us.

or Paris, he

he pleases the young he pleases the old, for our
youth sleeps in us no matter how old we may
be, it only needs awakening.

Ais HE showman, a quaint figure of the
voy <\
past, filled an important niche in
<b)
\\ the history of the magic lantern
trade;
for many years he was
(“
virtually the only customer the
dealer had.

Venice

has knowledge of Napoleon but nothing to impart, but he does know of what he has been a

eo

a

Lanternists’
By

GEORGE

aoe

\™

Cabinet.
KILBURN.

_

ERHAPS there are those amongst
the many readers of the OpricaL
Macic
LanTERN
JOURNAL
who
have often wished they had some
suitable receptacle in which they
could place the many requisites appertaining to lantern work.
Being one of
“
those myself, and as my good wife could
not spare me all the household furniture, I
thought out a plan whereby I could store my
various accessories which were frequently in

use, without

encroaching

on

those

already

claimed by my “‘ better half.”
For the benefit of others like myseif, I will
describe how to make a cheap cabinet in which
they can store any articles they wish to keep
handy. As will be seen from accompanying
drawing there are eight drawers and a top
shelf on which such books as Oprican LANTERN
JOURNAL and ANNUAL, also

for handy reference

other

useful

can be stored.

works

To make

exceptions, are,

one like this first procure eight cigar boxes, or as

formal, he deals with

many as is thought necessary, all of one exact
size (those not too deep are most suitable), next
obtain some 4 inch board and cut to suitable
lengths for sides and cross pieces. Before the

and

historical

events

are instructive certainly, but rarely amus-

ing; if he is tempted to swerve
beaten path and try a pun it is
to drift into satire.
These
longings for the old time

at all from his
more than likely
thoughts, these
showman
were

outer case is fitted together, first clean off the
paper on the outside of cigar boxes. On the side
intended for the front punch up the nails ; then
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PHOTOGRAPHS,

RIGCS KINEMATOGRAP
(PATENTED),

Gives Best Results of any Projector on the Market.
&

B&B &

Cannot Damage Films
Always Sharp
No Flicker
Ficture Always Same
Spot on Sereen
Bright Pictures
No Jump

SB 8
if

B

No Breakdowns
Failure Impossible

Film can be taken out
any part of its
length

Films can be put in
in Jess than 5 secs.

@ ® ®

|

FILMS—LARGE

Se

eZ

STOCK, ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.

———_————

ee
eee

eee

Intending Buyers should see this machine.
This machine
is acknowledged, wherever shown, to be
the BEST.
This
machine, having been on the market for
some considerable
time has every improvement that experien
ce can suggest.
SS

J. H. RIGG,
WORKS—Cross
Sole Sale Agency for the

SS

EE

SKINNER
Stamford

U.S.A, Messrs,

pc

LANE, LEEDS,

Stieet and Telephone

HAWTHORNE

& SHEBBLE,

Street.

106, Chesnut

St,, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Photography

Animated
AND

PROJECTION

BY

The Vitagraph.
We

qualities

claim the following
substantiate them:

for

it,

to

prepared

are

and

No Vibration of pictures on screen when the
films are accurately perforated. .

Receives Kinetoscope films and all others of
same width and perforation.
Does not tear or spoil the films. .
Will photograph in any weather.
:
Is as-small and portable as a hand camera.
Any powerful source of light can be adapted
that buyers may select. .
1

*

*

STCGK ALWAYS ON HAND FOR PROMPT DELIVERY.
For further information, apply to the Manufucturers—

Ciement
»

8

&

10,

Rue

& Gime.
Malte,

de

<«

CAMERAS.

McKELLEN’S
The

PARIS.

New

“THE

Magazine

Hand

Camera

INFALLIBLE,”
McKellen’s

Latest

Patent-

McKELLEN’S
DOUBLE-PINION TREBLE PATENT GAMERA.
Send

McKELLEN’S

for Descriptive

Book,

Free.

full size FINDER, combined with
will shortly be ready.
Sole

Manwfacturers—

‘‘ The

Inrallible,”

THOMPSON & CO., 4, Bull's Head Yard, MANCHESTER.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger.

fill up the holes and sand-paper till smooth, next

cut the side pieces to length required; lay the
boxes

side by side, as shown

in drawing, and

NEW APPARATUS.

measure the length for the cross pieces. A
piece must be cut for centre partition,
Before the cross pieces are cut to size, the
method of fixing must be decided upon. The

reader can

make

his own

choice, whether

a

the

pieces are to be nailed or screwed, or grooved
and tongued.
The latter method is the best,
still the former will ans wer well enough if nicely
done. Quarter-inch board will answer for the
cross pieces. Having got all the pieces fixed
together, a piece is put on the top, and then a
narrow moulding should be put around the top,
which improves the appearance.
When all is
fitted to their places, smooth over with glasspaper, and finish off according to taste either
with varnish or polish.
The back may be covered with any kind

DOCWRA

connection with many,. however, is that

be obtained

| mixture.

at any ironmongercs for a small sum. Across
the top part put some fringe, and fasten it on:
with a few fancy brass nails, or instead of fringe
some vandyke cloth, such as the ladies put on
the edges of mantleshelves will do admirably.
The drawers can be labelled same as drawing |
if desired. When completed, make two holes
in the top part of back for hanging the cabinet

on the wall, which

will probably fit into some

corner near the fireplace, or in the dark-room.
To those used to woodwork, there is plenty of
scope for showing their skill in cabinet making.

ag the

two gases are controlled by means of one plug,
should such be imperfectly made in the: first
iastance, or wear unevenly owing to the presence of a little grit, there is a
chance of the two gases becoming
mixed under high pressure, with
the result that tubes are sometimes
blown off owing to the
explosive nature of the

of thin wood, and the drawers fitted with
small

knobs or brass handles, which can

DISSOLVING TAP,

The star-shaped dissolving tap is one which
enjoys great popularity, the only trouble in

Mr, W. C. Hughes, of Kingsland, N.,
has put upon the market a new form of dissolver,
invented by Mr. Docwra, which although
retaining as far as possible the well-known
“Star” shape, yet has two distinct plugs for
turning off and on the two gases; these two,

however, are operated simultaneously by means

of the one handle shown in the illustration.
Each of the plugs is surmounted by a toothed
wheel which gears with one on the spindle on
which the handle is attached; the two plugs

thus

tions.

move

at one time, and in diffsrent direc-
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LANTERN FOR KODAK SLIDES.
Messrs. Butcher & Sons have brought out
another ‘‘Primus’’ lantern,

this

time

small screens, 80 that by

29th August, 1896. H.C. Fleming. Improvements
:

for pro-

jecting contact slides from negatives taken with
the pocket Kodak.
To complete this outfit they

have also prepared

19107.

19126.
19181.

in or connected with means for taking
photographs in rapid succession and

similarly projecting them upon a screen.
29th August, 1896. G. Voigt. Acetylene gas.
31st August, 1896. C. Wray. An apparatus for
viewing chromo photographic or zoetropic
pictures in an ordinary magic
lantern.
19446.
2nd September, 1896.
L.
Korstein and others. Apparatus
for
taking
and_
projecting
animated photographs.
19522. 3rd September, 1896. V.N.
Ferdinand de Sonis.
Improvements in acetylene gas lamps.
19716. 7th September, 1896.
F.
W. Taylor and A.
Lomax.

Kinetescope.
19955. 9th September, 1896. L. H.
Hart. An improved self-acting
stereoptican.
20074.

10th

September,

1896.

G.

W. Gaskell and R. R. Gibbs.
Generating and storing acetylene

placing the lantern at one end and the screen
at the other end of a table, a parlour audience
can have an enjoyable time in inspecting
pictures made by means of this small camera
of world-wide reputation.

20183.
20280.
20346.
20978.

:0:

e—

21208.

—~Se—

gas.
12th September, 1896. J. Hamer. Improvements
connected with kinetescopes.
14th September,
1896.
P. H. Samuel and
J. Samuel.
Drying photographic plates.
15th [September, 1896. F. W. Hudlass.
Slide
carrier for Jantern.
22nd September, 1896. A. Loscher and R. Klein.
Animated pictures.
24th September, 1896. D. Allan. Improvements
in magic lanterns and the like.

25th

September, 1896.
L. Wright and J.
Anderton.
An improved screen
for
optical projection purposes.
29th September, 1896. J. Bonn. Improvements

PATENT INTELLIGENCE. |

in connection with the
photographs of animated
The following list, relating to current Patent Applications,
is compiled expressly for ‘‘The Optical Magic Lantern
Journal.”
For further information apply to The Patent
Department, ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern Journal,” 9, Carthusian

No.

18733.

18863.
18884.

Street, London,

Recent

methods of taking the said subjects.
21891.

2nd October, 1696. E. Sloper. Improved adjustable machine for perforating, spacing, and
winding continuous kinetescope films, or
other flexible strips.

22456.

10th

22627.

12th

22672.

12th

22707.

12th October, 1896.

22928.

atus.
15th October, 1896.

E.C.

Patent

APPLICATIONS.

Developing

25th August. 1896. H. O. B'aker.
dish for photographic films.
26th August, 1896. T. Holliday. Improvements
in apparatus for making and storing
acetylene.

26th August, 1896.

G. F. Redfern.

Improre-

ments in apparatus fcr photographing
objects in motion, and for reproducing
or exhibiting the photographs of such
objects.

18888.

26th August, 1896. E. Viard and E. Giesenberg.

18992.

27th August, 1896.

19059.

28th August, 1896. W. P. Thompson.
gas.
;

19077.

28th August, 1896.
H. Maxim.
Improvements
in incandescent gas mantles.

Acetylene gas.

E. Chesnay and L. Pillion.

Acetylene gas.

Acetylere

projection
of
eubjects, and

October,

1896.

H. Stockwell.

Improve-

ments in optical or magic lanterns.
October,

1896.

H. J. Heinze.

Improve-

ments in or relating to apparatus for
taking photographic pictures of objects in
motion, and for exhibiting such pictures.
October, 1896.
M. Walker and Allan
Bertram.
An _ optical
reflector
anc
method of projecting images.

Improvements
ments

A.S. Newman

and others.

in kinematograph

appar-

W. Friese-Green. Improvein apparatus for taking, or fo

exhibiting photographs.
23279.

20th October, 1896.
E. B. J. Humebelle. Im
provements in apparatus for taking, anc
projecting animated photographs.
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SLIDE

PAINTING

XXVil.

COLOURS.

SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES.
Boxes

fitted

”»

with
’

In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots.
Varnish Colours, 5s., 10s. 6d., 13s., and
Water
i
2s.,5s.,and 21s. each.
“A Manual

on Painting on Glass and How
Lantern,” Is. each.

30s.

each.

to Use the Magic

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo Printed Magic
j
4s.
Set of 12 Slides,
3}-in.
S
.
Lantern Slides, ee
Over 100 Subjests,
ree
Price Lists Post Free, or can be had from any Optician.

J. BARNARD & SON,

Manufacturing
(RETAIL,

19,

BERNERS

J.

Artists?
WHOLESALE

AND

STREET,

Colourmen
EXPORT),

LONDON,

W.

H.STEWARD’S

Bi-untal and Gripte
LANTERNS
Of the BEST construction at moderate

prices.
Latest Improved Jets for giving maximum light, patent lengthening adjustment and finest lenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
Gratis. Post free to all parts.

DAVENPORT’S
NEW ELECTRIC LAMP,
As supplied by J. H. S. to the Lantern
Society, and used with great success.

=

COMPRESSED GAS IN CYLINDERS,
REGULATORS, &e.

406, STRAND : 467, WEST STRAND, W.C,: 7, GRACBCHURCH ST., LONDON, RC
LEWIS

New

WRIGHT

Opaque

and

J.

ANDERTON’S

Lantern

Screen.

Available for us2 with every kind of Optical Lantern, and for all Projection Purposes.

The illumination from this Screen is more than double that of any other. It is faced with silver applied in a manner
that produces the highest brilliancy. It is portable, and being coated with indestructible lacquer, will remain untarnished
PRICES
(with Roller & Moulding).—6 feet square, £3:
7 feet square, £3 7s. 6d: 8 feet
square,

£3

15s.;

10 feet square,

L4

108.;

12

feet square,

£6

6s.

“We have lately tried it, and find that it gives superior illumination to any screen hitherto sold.""—Optical Magic Lantern Journal,
‘We were astonished at seeing the enormous increase in brilliancy which is attained by this screen.""—Photographic Net's.
.
“T find that it is without doubt the very best screen extant.
I expected a better illumination with it than with an ordinary opaque
screcn, and I was agreeably surprised to find the increase nearly double what I had expected.”—Epitor, Optical Magic Lantern Journal,

So Plakers—R.

FIELD
SCIENTIFIC

&

Co.,

INSTRUMENT

142,
AND

Suffolk
LANTERN

Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

MANUFACTURERS.
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ERN.shape
LANT
with dome

1896-7

fl

Lantern

This

has

a

CLARK’S

H.

ROBERT

japapned

top,

body

spring

plano-convex
slide holder, japanned sliding tubes with brass O.G. It has a 4-in.
with rack
compound condenser, and double ccmbination achromatic front lens,

PRICE Ccmplete in Travelling Case—
With 3 (2-in.) wick Lamp .. 17/6 | With 4 (2-in.) wick Lamp ..

and pinion adjustment.

.. 18,6

ROBERT
H. CLARK’S
LANTERN.
“STANDARD”
Complete in Travelling Case—
With 3 (2-in.) wick Lamp ..
..
«- 24/
-- 26/» 4(2-in.) wick Lamp ..
.TESTIMONIAL.
35, Hartland Road, West Ham, Essex,
October 25th, 1893.
Dear Mr. CLark,—Am glad to inform you that the
“ Standard” Lantern sent me gave every satisfaction,
both as to brilliancy of picture and crisp definition, at

our lecture last Thureday

evening to an audience of

close upon 500. I cannot too highly extol the make and
finish of goods sent from your establishment.
Faithfully yours,
JAMES A. SPARKES

ROBERT

NEW RUSSIAN

H.

CLARK'S

IRON LANTERN

As supplied to the“ Silver Star" Society.
(Ear] Compton, President.)

Price

7Os.

For fall description see Catalogne.

Star’ Society :—
The following important Testimonial has been received from the Hon. Sec. to theand ‘Silver
the Suburbs, and various country
“My Drak Sir,—After having used your Lanterns at over 300 lectures in all parts of London
and villages, it gives me much pleasure to say, that they have given us the greatest possible satisfaction.

CHROMO-LITHO.

Splendidly
Life of Christ, 2 Sets
Parable of the Prodigal Son
The Pilgrim’s Progress
The Calculating Cobbler
Overland Route to India, 2 Sets
The Emigrant’s Voyage
The Arctic Expedition
Continental Views
Views of London, 2 Sets
Natural History, 2 Sets
Natural Phenomena, 2 Sets
Fun s Hdition of the Poets
Red Riding Hood
Elephant’s Revenge
Tiger and Tub
Swiss Family Robinson
Reuben Davidger
Mischievous Tommy
History of a Chicken
Comic Characters

Paul and Virginia
Pictures from the Old Testament

Blue Beard
The Slaves of Drink
The Miracles of Christ

NEW

Youre faithfully, WALTER

Each Set contains 12 Slides (3; by 32)
and is packed in neat box.
Bingen on the Rhine
Jobn Gilpin
Precocious Piggies
Dick Whittington
The Pilot’s Story
Mother Hubbard
Jacky Marlingspike
Pom; ey’s Joys and Sorrows
The Educated Cats
Jackdaw of Rheims
House that Jack Built
Robinson Orusoe, 2 Sets
Ali Baba
Jack and the Beanstalk
Punch and Judy
Aladdin or the Wonderful Lamp,
Poor Jeremi
2 Sets
Curfew must not ring to night
Sinbad the Sailor
Bob the Fireman
Cinderella, 2 Sets
Dogs and Monks of St. Bernard
Jack the Giant Killer
Life in the Arctic Region
Gulliver’s Travels
Canadian Life
Life of Joreph
Old London and Our Ancestors
Views of Palestine
Life on Board an Ocean Palace
Nellie’s Prayer
Life in the Soudan
Cash Three (Temperance)
Celebrated Places of the World
Reynard the Fox
Pictures from the New TestaLhe Arctic Circle
ment
Indian
and
Pioneers
Western
Romeo and Juliet
Warfare
Life
with the Colours
Life in Africa
Victoria Cross Heroes
Santa Claus
Oonquest
Jane
Marley’s Ghost
Views on the Nile
The Life of David

SLIDES.

Coloured.

SETS :—Jessie's Dream, or the Relief of Lucknow;

Handy

Price 3/9 per Set.
Lifeboat Heroes

Utopia
Pussy’s Road to Ruin
On the Brink: A Tale of Monte
Carlo
Chinese Life
Scenes from Pickwick, &c.
Puss in Boots
The Dwarf Longnose
The Caliph Stalk
Little Muck : or The Wondertu)
Shoes
The Phantom Ship
Effect Slides, 3 Sets
Settler's Life amongst Indians
Adventures with Wild Beasts
Discovery of America by Columbus
How Sissie saved Her Father
(Temperance)

The Village
Beauty and
Ohildren in
St. George

Blacksmith
the Beast
the Wood
and the Dragon

Andy; Humorous Fine Art Gallery;

a New Series of Gulliver's Travels.

A copy of the reading free with cach set of Slides.

towns
S. RoBBINs.”

Lecture Books containing readings for the Ohromo-Litho.

Slides 1/-.

and

Post Free 1/2.

.

or 4sets 11s.; Miscellaneous
Special Sets of 12 Chromo-Litho. Slides, Celebrated American Views, etc., price 3/- per set,
Subjects, price 2/6 per set, or four sets for 9/6; New Sets of 48 Slides, illustrating the Life of Frederick the

Comic Slipping
Great and the Emperor William I., price 11/- per set, or the two sets 20/-; Full size Changing
Slides in mahogany frames, 6/6 per dozen; Lever Action Slides from 2/- each; Rackwork (including Chromaprice 4/3 ; extra Discs from 6d. pair.
tropes) 2/6 each ; Best quality Double Motion Interchangeable Chromatropes,
Plain, 6d.
Hand-painted, 1s.
SLIDES.
OF PHOTOGRAPHIG
COLLECTION
A SPLENDID
Statuary, Hymns, &c.
This series includes— Bible Pictures, Temperance Stories, Humorous Sets, Scenery, Portraits,

The New

“Lightning”

SLIDES IN
SERVICE
THE
LARGEST
VARIETY
OF OBURCH
Second quality, 1s.
Double Carrier Frames, best quality, 1s. 3d.
Lecturer’s

SMALL

MAGIC

Reading

LANTERNS

THE

COUNTRY.

Post Free 3d. extra.
Carriage
Lamp with Flash Shutter, showing Red Light Signal, price 2s. 6d-

to burn

Mineral

(Paraffin)

Oil, from

1s.

SLIDES

from

paid.

5d. per doz.

to—
New and Enlarged Catalogue, with many reductions in price, gratis and post free, on application

ROBERT H. CLARK, ‘ricis- ROYSTON, HERTS.
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SPE CIFICATIONS.

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1]- for each specification to The Patent Department, ‘ Dptical Magic Lantern Journal,’ 9, Carthusian
Street, London, E.C.

16345 of 1896.

Haddan.
Apparatus for production of
acetylene gas.
16728 of 1896.
Boult.
Improvements in the production of acetylene gas.
17194 of 1896. Voelker. Improvements in materials for
incandescing mantles and processes for
manufacturing the same.
17813 of 1896 Raphael.
A new or improved automatic
protector for incandescent
gas light
mantles.
:0:——
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3& Gorrespondence,
|

DISSOLVING

|

WITH A SINGLE
To the Editor.

3#

LANTERN.

Drak Siz,—An article in your November issue is
entitled ‘Can dissolving effects be produced with a single
and this question brings to my remembrance

| lantern?”
, the

fact

that

some

of

the

most

beautiful

dissolving

i effects I ever saw were produced by a single lantern.

It

; Was many years ago since I first saw the instrument
‘shown in Cardiff, and the way in which the change was
: effected could in no wise be detected from a pair of
. instruments.
I did not at the time trouble to investigate

; the matter, making sure, as so many silly people do, that

Xx Editorial able. +o

such

an

invention would be certain to be somewhere on

; the market. But it slipped my memory.
’ Three years ago, a travelling lanternist asked

T. T. Wixe’s Catatocur.—Mr. Wing, of Chatteris,
Cambs, sends us his latest catalogue, or more correctly
speaking catalogues, for there are four different ones.

Mr. Wing deals in several kinds of lanterns, but slides

the use

of my Parish Rooms for an exhibition of dissolving views.
I lent him a few of my own slides, and took the chair in
the evening. At the close I said to him, “ How beautifully your lanterns work; the dissolving is simply perfect.”’
‘No, sir,"’ he replied, “ its only one lantern.”
I could

scarcely believe his statement ti!l after investigation,
‘Seem to be the principal thing mentioned. A number of
pages are taken up in giving the names of the sets, Mr. ; and the man informed me that the lantern had been a
patent, but owing to the enormous cost, about £50, it had
Wing also makcs a speciality of making slides from

customers’ own negatives, and also of _colouring slides,
in which he does a large business.
Woop

Bros.’

SPEcIALITIES.—Messrs. Wood

Bros.,

of

Liverpool, have now the sole control of what were once
Wormwald’s specialities. These consist of lantern slide

masks, binding strips, waterproof backing, anti-halation
paper, slide
variety.

tinters,

ctc.,

which

are

supplied

in great

Hucues’ Cataroaur.
— An imposing catalogue has
just been issued by Mr. W. C. Hughes, of Mortimer-road,
Kingsland, N., in

which

he explains

and

illustrates

a

great diversity of apparatus connected with lanterns.
A special point is made of double and triple’ lanterns,
together with a copious list of effects suitable for such.

A couvenient adjunct

is the New

years before been forgotten.
It was too late to thoroughly
examine the lantern then, but I remember that there
was one limelight burner, one condenser, two objectives,

and the dissolving was done by a very perfect and beautiful flint glass prism of four inches width.
By simply
turning the prism, the picture from the condenser was
thrown upon the front lenses alternately, and the excellent

| results Ihave described

were produced.
I was further
' informed that the lantern I saw was supposed to be the
only one of its kind now existing. The owner refused my
| offer of £20 for it, stating that he could get that for the
Perhaps some of your readers may know
| prism alone.
something of the principle involved, or of the particular
invention itself.
Yours, etc.,

J.J.S, BIRD, B.A.
ticulars of which willbe found on another page, under
the heading of ‘New Apparatus.”
Mr. Hughes is to be
complimented on the general get up and printing of his
FRESH LANTERN SLIDE WORK.
catalogue, which contains about 170 pages.
To the Editor.
Woop's CaraLocur.—From the new catalogue issued
DearLantern
Srr,—After
readingI thought
Mr. Tranter’s article on
byy M Messrs ._ E.G.
G. Wood,
¥
p of Cheapside,
i
we observe that :| Fresh
Slide Work,
5
whether you might
this firm have greatly added to their already immense
care toin add
to
his
list
a
few
interesting
subjects
which
we
stock
of 1lantern slide
subjects.
tock
of
i
j
i
In the 160 pages devoted |: have
my district. We have at Keston, Kent, in the
to
Star Dissolver,

par-

the lists of slides, it will not be a matter of any
ifculty ffor the lanternist
difficulty
i
to be able to select almost
any subject that may be required to illustrate any given
Subject.

_ UNDERHILL's CaTaLocur.—A supplementary clearance

list of plain and coloured slides has been received from
Mr. Alfred Underhill, of Croydon.
About two hundred

and fifty subjects are embraced.
SMALL Lantery.—A small lantern with 4-inch condenser termed “ Little Beauty ’ has been devised by Mr.
L. Matthews, for drawing-room entertainments.
When

packed in its case it measures,
weighs 5 lbs.

8} by 74 by 6}, and

BeENeErrFinx's Lasrs.— One of the leading lines in
connection with the lanterns of Benetfink and Co.,
Cheapside, is their * Lecturers” lantern, 18s.

fall size japanned lantern fitted with lamp, etc.

This is a

old grave
churchyard
(in the valley under: Holwood
|{ quaint
Park), the
of the author
of ‘John Halifax,” D. M.
Mulock, or, as she was

locally known, Mrs. Craik,

She

often used to drive over from her home at Shortlanda in
| her little pony chaise over the beautiful common of
' Hayes and Keston, and round the little old churchyard.
|
She had a great wish to be buried here, in a quiet little
corner under old elms. Then we have in Holwood Park,
just above, within sight of her grave, the fine old oak
known as the Wilberforce or Emancipation Oak, upon
the roots of which Pitt and Wilberforce first thought of
bringing in the bill for the abolition of the slave trade,
under which a stone seat bears the following inscription
from Wilberforce’s diary, 1788:—‘* At length, I well
remember, after a conversation with Mr. Pitt in the open
air, at the root of an old tree at Holwood, just above the
steep descent into the vale of Keston, I resolved to give
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notice, on a fit occasion in the House of Commons, of my

intention
Trade.”

to bring forward

the

Abolition of the

Slave

There is also near it a fine oak, known as Pitt’s

Oak, under which the great statesman, if the weather
was fine, used to sit and read.
We have also in the same district, within two miles,
the home of the great naturalist, Dr. Darwin, where all
his work was carried out. His widow died there a few
weeks ago, and is buried in the little churchyard, where
his brother is also buried.
Downe House, his study, is

just as he left it. Naturalists come from all over the
world to see it. Any respectable person is generally
shown over the house.
Theo we have Sir John Lubbock’s home at High Elms,
Down, Kent, in the same village; anyone could take
views of them all in an afternoon’s walk, and we are just
restoring

the old

house,

Blackbrook

Manor,

Bickley,

Kent, in which George Eliot wrote ‘‘Romola.”
These
are a’l close together.
Yours truly,
Bromley Common, Kent.
G. W. SMITH,
P.S.—I should like to exchangea few slides with
Mr. Albert Tranter.

Lanternist.—You do not state whose jet you are using,
but it is evidently a powerful one.
To prevent the pin
fusing, we can only recommend that you use a much
thicker lime so as to prevent the great heat from reaching the pin.
We think you could get such limes from
Messrs. Willway, of Bristol, as they advocate same for
use with their ‘Gwyer Jet.’
Thanks for your good
wishes.
Please note that you addressed your letter to
our old address, viz., Chancery Lane.
J. J. Price writes :—Having seen in your advertisements that Peek, Frean & Co., give slides gratis to
lanternists, perhaps you can tell me of other firms that
do likewise, as 1 find such slides ueeful for filling up wken

giving entertainments.
4Ans.—Last year slides were
supplied by Elliman’s
Embrocation
Company, and
Bird’s Custard Powder Company, but we have not heard
that they intend doing so this season.

A.W. R.—If you obtain the January numbers of this
journal for the last few years you will see from the index
for the previous year the names of the articles contained
in the volumes.
(1) The piece of camphor need not be

larger than a Spanish nut.
(2) By pouring off the oil
and drying the wicks after use, the wicks will last in
good order much longer than if continually in the oil. (3)
——:0:——
| Aconvenient wick cuttersold by Perken, Son & Rayment,
YroS OL
will trim the wick evenly at one operation, and will also
leave a nice even edge free from dragged out threads.
R. S. Stevens—We
consider
the set of pictures
(animated) of dancing Highlanders among the worst, as
Détes and Queries.
they appear on the screen as though the figures were
k suspended by strings from each joint, which gives a
“ floating '’ effect.
A general street scene will suit your
— NOARD*
| purpose much better.
Western Calcium Light Co. (Detroit)—We called on
Acetylene (Rev.)—We have used acetylene extensively
the firm about which you wrote, and learned that they
both for lantern and domestic illumination, but have
had received a letter from you about the same time.
never had the slightest mishap, consequently are unable
This firm are the makers of the particular form of lantern
to give any experiences such as you wish.
about which you enquire, and doubtless they will have
H. S.—You will find Mr. Field's address on reference
written you ere this.
to their advertisement in last issue at the bottom of page
J. Cocks.—The intenion of the writer of the article
Xxvil. The prices of the screen are there given.
was to convey the meaning, that as plates are cheap and
J. @. Tait writes :—(1) Can you tell me how to “ make
such developers as mentioned are easy to work with,
fist’ tubing to jets ? Strings are a nuisance, and the grips
slides are made in such quantities from all sorts of
I have tried are useless. (2) Can Clarkson’s regulator be
negatives,
that many deserve the name he applies to
re-covered ? The one I have is decomposing, and as aconthem, and not, as you appear to take it, that the particular
S>quence is of no use.
(3) I would like to add the
developer gives bad slides.
Aphengescope to my lantern outfit ;a dealer tells me it is
Bright Light.—
We consider that the restrictions relative
of no use with incandescent gas. Is this so? Ans.— (1)
to acetylene imposed by the Insurance Companies, etc.,
The best way is to get tubing that is small enough to
are only temporarily, and you may take it for granted
have a good grip on the connection on which it is sprung.
that acetylene has come tostay. Most new things worth
Perhaps the end of your tubing has become stretched : anything
are opposed at firet, especially if there is any
permanently, if so cut off an inch or so; it is also a good
likelihood
of their opposing established interests.
plan to roll the end of the tubing back on itself. (2) It
J.D.C.—We have often used a generator of the form
is quite possible that you allude to a wedge form of
you describe, and have been unable to discover any
regulator made some years ago bythe firm you mention;
danger in connection with same.
if so, itis quite possible to recover it. But if the firm have,
Geo. Breck.—Thanks for the package; it will have
as we think, discontinued this particular make, it is
attention in our next.
questionable if it will pay you to have a new cover made,
E. Dunmore.—Unavoidably held over.
Some time ago they introduced their Duplex regulator;
S.S.—Part of the groove in the dissolving plug is
the bellows portion of this is encased in brass. However,
stopped up, and requires cleaning out.
You must of
it may be worth while to write them. (3) The most
course remove the screw at the-end of the plug to get it
satisfactory form is the double one used in conjunction
with two limelight jets and two lanterns; with incandes- | out.
cent gas you will not get any results worth speaking of, |
even with a very small disc. In answer to your last ;
question (which we do not quote), the two makes are
identical in every reapect, and probably are made by the
same person.
F. E, Ives.—On looking at the manuscript we find that

SEN”
9X2 IVY Oro)

Compliments

you are quite correct in stating that in your letter the

word ‘invention’ should have been printed instead of
“ inventor."”
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NOW

ENIX:

READY,

an
FOR

SHOWING

ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE SGREEN.
(PATENT

APPLIED

FOR.)

The following are some of the SPECIAL FEATURES of this Instrument :—
NO VIBRATION

of the Picture on the Sereen,

Noise reduced to a minimum.

The

even when

Ordinary Kinetoseope

Working is SO PERFECT
TIMES USED,

that

the Film

is NEVER

running at the highest

speed.

Films used.

TORN,

NO MATTER

HOW

MANY

The Instrument is also a Complete Optical Lantern of best make and finish, in
which ordinary Photographic Slides can be projected on the screen (the same size as
the picture given by the Film) during the intervals while a new Film is being put in
position.
It is also fitted with an extra Double Combination Achromatic Objective of 6 inch
equivalent focus for use when it is required as an Optical Lantern only.

PRICE

OF

INSTRUMENT

COMPLETE,
-as abovo, £36.

with Patent Double Sliding Carrier Frame, Glass Alum Trough, etc.,
fitted with a very Powerful Mixed Gas Jet. All packed in Case and "ready for use

PRICES

The

above

ean

OF FILMS

ON

APPLICATION.

be purchased through
any Dealer in Optieal
lanterns, and are supplied Wholesale to the Trade only by:

XXX.
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HUGHES’ Marvellous PAMPHENGOS.
No Smell,

Over
PRICES

No

3,00O

OF LAMP—-£2

Smoke.

ge
The

2s.

Sold.
£1

NOTE.

PA NI PH

10s.

£1 Is.

=

E N GOS

Has Special 4-inch Condensers

fe
.
and Front
mit ting all the Rays of Light to the Screen possible.
It is
notion to imagite that 4} inch Condensers and long focus
Front Lenses give more light on the screen than the others.

No

Broken

Objectives, transa much mistaken
23 inch diameter
This is not correct.
particularly manifest

Theoretically or practically, there is loss of Light,
where oil flime is the il]Jumivant.

Glasses.

Mr. Hughes’ CHALLENGE
(Now of 16 Years

still holds good to prove that the

=|
SET

MARVELLOUS

PAMPHENGOS

[=

|2

|

|

Is the Most Perfect and Finest
Oil - Lighted
Lantern
Extant,
EASY
and SIMPLE
to
WORK,
and Best of all, the
most
RELIABLE
aad
SAFE.

A|
|| CTmae
:
el ee
I HEA

T

——

=

J

(El

WHY

rel ) SUPERIOR

vem

to such a degree of-nicety that a pure white light is the result

LIGHTED
THIS:

IS

THE

TO ALL

PAMPHENGOS

OTHER

‘LANTERNS ? —

Because

it is not

OIL-

SIMPLY

necessary

to

break up the air currents near the entrarce of
Lantern, or to place any perforated shield
behind the Pamphengos Lamp, which would
be an abundance beyond necessity ; but it is
sent in full volume direct and within an inch
of the top of Wick Tubes, where it is admitted

unparalleled in the history of Oil Lanterns.

and sold under a
Because it is carefully, substantially, and scientifically constructed, and not made commercial]ly
Because the
variety of nom de plumes. Because the conoidal glasses resist heat and are proof against fracture.
Because it has no dampers or chimney lengtheners,
flames burn quite steadily, and are not affected by vibration.
2? The French
which are evils to be eschewed. Havey ou ever ventured to use a damper in a Lantern Lamp chimney of those who.
first introduced it in their unscientifically constructed lamps, but what a damper it was to the spirits non-practical,
really
ventured to use it. It is sosad the uninitiated are deceived by superfluous additions, which are
cnsure
and, therefore, quite useless. Beeause a perfectly constructed lamp requires pone of these aids in order to
But the finest results are obtained by the MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS (New Pattern);
perfect Combustion.

when once lighted and adjusted will burn quite steadily and free, without smoke
defects so much to be deplored

great

value;

in other

Lamps.

Because

or broken

lanternists, by experience,

and after disappointment and failure with the unscientifically constructed

Lamps

glasses. which arc

are

are now

finding

its true

coming

back

to

their old and valued friend the PAMPHENGOS, which never disappoints.
you
Do not invest in any other Lantern or Lamp than the MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS, if
really want a superb, substantial, and effective instrument.
Particulars
HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.—Supplied to Colleges, Institutions, Clergy, and the Gentry.

lenscs, £6 6s.,
free. Prices—Complete PAMPHENGOS, beautifully constructed, solid brass fronts, with high-class
£4 4s., and £2 10s. Illustrated particulars.
D CATALOGUE FOR
Before Purchasing be sure to get Mr. HUGHES’ MAGNIFICENTLY ILLUSTRATE
be prized, over 180 Original
THIS SEASON of great Inventions in the art of OPTICAL PROJECTION, @ volume to
the Grand Triple, and
Tilustrations—not commercial—showing the Docwra Triple, the Miniature Malden Triple,
Slides,
Bi-uniale, Grand Effects, Novelties, etc., and other makes of Lantern.

4d.
W

PAMPHLETS
s

C :

Price 6d., postage 8d.

List of 60,000

FREE.

HUGHES

a
SPECIALIST,

(Over 25 Years’ Reputation for Highest ClasskWork, as supplied to Mapame
j

Patti,

Dr. If. Gratrayx Guinness, B. J. MaLpEn, Esq., Canon Scott, Capt. Cuas. READE,
R.N., Royat Potyrecsyic, and the leading institutions in the world, etc., etc.),

Brewster House, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland, London, N.
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REX.

THE GRAND TRIPLE.
NEW

MODEL

i aeons DINGJ3 _ purchasers
should in the first instance

PERFECTION.
ELEGANCE.

go

ONLY

£42

10s. Od.

Incomparable at the Price.

to

Mr.

HUGHES,

and

invest in the }Highest
Class
Instruments
made;
not
as
many do, come
to
him after throwing

i

away

Money

inferior made
Lanterns, &c.

on
cheap

This is; folly,
these are
dear
any price.

for
at

NOTE.—There can
be
seen
at
this
Establishment
the
finest Exhibition

cf Magnificent
Apparatus
ever
manufactured.
Technical,
HighClass, and Cheap.
The Art Gallery
is
a sight alone worth
seeing.
The most
chaste and beautifully
executed
Sjides
and
effects on view, that
cannot be seen anywhere else.
The Commercial
Department is replete
with the Cheapest and
Best
Lanterns
and
Slides money can buyLISTS

FREE.

The Universal 4-wick
Lantern, 4-inch Condensers, Portrait
Lens, 18s. 6d.
Mahogany

New Grandly , iilustiated
dled Catalogues
Calele
New
of over
180 original Engravings Gd., postage 3d.

Pamphlets free.

W.

C. HUGHES,

Brewster

House,

List of 60,000 Slides, 4d.

Specialist;

82, Moxtimer

Road,

OVER

Brass

Fronted Bi-unials,
£6 10s.
Safety
Jets,
8s. 6d.
Mixed Gas Jet.
12s.
Plain Slides,
6d. and 1s.
:
Coloured Slides,
from 1s. 6d

_

.

:

25 YEARS’ REPUTATION _IN THE
ART OF OPTICAL PROJECTION.

Kingsland,

London,

N.
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STANDS.
SCREEN STANDS.

EER.

SCREEN
In

Bamboo

Empire Screens,

and

Wood

National Reading

Poles.

Lamps,

Ever-ready

Slide Boxes, Reading Desks, Lime Holders, Brass Fittings

for Lanterns and Stands, Regulating Taps, etc.
Trade

METALLIC

Supplied.

BELLOWS

JAMES
CHRISTIE,
129, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD.

H.

NIXDORFF

&

(BRIER'S

REGULATOR

PATENT)

Co.,

1, ELIZABETH
ROAD,
High
Road,
Tottenham,
MAEERBS

Lantern
Boxes,

Slide
Wood

Post

Boxes,

OF

Wood

Parcel

Rail Boxes, Packing
Packing Boards.

THE COMPLETE

VOLUME

Practical

Post

Cases,

and

Price

OF THE

Photographer

IS NOW READY,
Cloth

Bound, over 300 Illustrations,
OF

ALL

DEALERS

AND

price 6s.

BOOKSELLERS.

THE SCOTCH

Shi
LONDON:

THE

HIGHEST

NEW
citexr

“ DEMONSTRATORS ” LANTERN,

3, FLEET

q
1
HE

The most
and
5

|

simple

efiici

rl

ener

Single Lantern
yet constructed

STREET,

for general
scientific work,

LONDON.

LTD.,

¢

LANTERNS

& CO.’S

FOR OIL CR LIMELIGHT.
With Prisms for Erecting, and
for Vertical Projection.
Price £9 Qs.

CO.,

ier
a een nee eee een
OF

NEWTON

OXYGEN

ROSEHILL WORKS, POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

PERCY LUND, HUMPHRIES & CO., LTD.,
AMEN CORNER, LONDON, E.C.

OPTICAL

& IRISH

NEW CATALOGUE
of Lanterns,

Pro-

and Slides,
Post Free,
6 Stamps.

|

QUALITY

&

SLIDES

ONLY.

STEREOSCOPIC
Shown

with

PICTURES

the Lantern

by the

“NEWTONIAN”
SYSTEM:
(Patent applied yor).

NEW LANTERN SLIDES
SEASON 1896-97.
LIST NOW READY,
The Queen’s Reign:
Life of the Duke of Wellington.
Egypt and the Nile, 1896.
Italy, Rome, and Florence, 1896,
Pre-historic Man, by H. N. Hutchinson.

New Detailed Illustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps

NEWTON

&

Co.

manufacture

Patent Newtonian

4-wick

Oil

Lamps.
Major Holden’s Arc Lamp.
Newton’s Patent Hand Feed Lamp.
Newton's Patent ‘‘Demonstrator's'’ Lantern.
Patent Adjusting Tray for
Jets. Askew’s
Patent Combination Lantern Box and Stand.
Wright's
Lantern Microscope.
Wright’s Oxy-Hydrogen Jets with “ Pringle-Out

off.” The ‘' Miniatare”’ Lantern.
Triple Oondenrer.

The Scientist’s Bi-Unial.

Trail) Taylor's

British Birds from Life, by R. B. Lodge.
Poultry Farming.
The Temple, London.
India.
Illustrated Hymns.
Bible Pictures.
Constantinople.
Wood Carving.

NEWTON
3, FLEET

STREET,

&

CO.,

LONDON,

E.C.
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